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More Than 100 Teacher are Attend.
In, and Many Prominent Speaker ara on Program.

Complets Equipment Inttallad (or Several Atpirants for Gubernatorial
Honors Promise to Make Things
Class Work in Almost Every
Subject.
Merry at Convention.

More than 100 teachers are attending the meetings of the Curry County
Institute which are being held in the
high school building this week.
Prof. D. C. Ridley of the Illinois
State Normal University, of Normal,
Illinois, is the principal speaker of
the week. He delivered very interesting and Instructive lectures at the afternoon and evening meeting on
Monday and Tuesday. Prof. Rldgley
ll a former Instructor of City
E. W. Bowyer, and spoke
mort highly f tho scholarship and
shility of Mr. Bowyer.

Clovis Public Schools will have visual instruction wAk' this year for the
first time, acc hiding ;to E!. W.
Bowyer, superintendent.
Six hundred stereographT and 12
stereoscopes, together with 600 lantern slides and a lantern for projection
have been received this week. ' These
views are all of an educational na
ture, covering practically every sub
ject covered in the school curriculum,
and nearly every view can be used for
instruction in two or more different
subjects.
So complete is the selection of
views that they have been indexed
until more than
and
20,000 references are avuilable for
the instruction of students in class
work.
The slereoptican views with the
stereoscope will be used In the daily
class work in Georgraphy, History,
English, Spelling, Arithmetic, Civics,
Domestic Art, and other subjects;
and the weekly reviews will be conducted by means of the lantern and
the slides.
"We feel that in installing visual
instruction work along with the regular work prescribed in the text
books, w are taking
forward step
in educational
work," said Prof.
Bowyer, Wednesday. "In many cases
doubt
it has been proven beyond
that visual education increases the
efficiency of the teaching force, Increases the child's interest in school
work, and decreases the percentage of
failures."
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PROF. D. C. RIDGLEY

Dr. J. D. Sandifer, president
of
Simmons College at Abilene, rexaj,
and Dr. Frank H. Roberts, president
ot New Mexico Normal University, of
Ltu Vegas, delivered addresses Wednesday afternoon
the Curry
On Monday evening
County Teachers wen entertained at
c reception given by the Clovis teach
era. Mrs. Fuyctt CopeUnd, Jr., Minx NEW EQUIPMENT FOR
Pernice Fry and Miss Parker a 41 s'cd
NEWS' JOB DEPARTMENT
In the serving of punch. Wednesday
The News has com pitted the in
evening teachers intending the IMi
tut spent a delightful hour pienking stallation of a Miller automatic feea- This machine is attached to a job
near Clovis.
man
Speakers on the program today press and saves the work of
wore: Mrs. C. V. Steed, Mrs. Ruth C in feeding the press. It is a labor
Miller, State Vocational Director, and saving piece of machinery and will
President W. O. Hall, of the Silver enable the News to handle quantity
City Normal. The late afternoon was runs of printing in competition with
It
devoted to the election of officers for city printing offices anywhere.
the institute during the coming year. feeds each sheet of paper accurately
Friday's work will be devoted to and turns out work in ipuch better
sectional and separate faculty meet shape than if fed by hand. The News
is installing the third mtchine of this
ings. "The Institute is a big success,' kind in the state, the others being lo
said Prof. E. W. Bowyer, who has cated in much larger towns than
been conducting the meetings, "and Clovis.
we are looking forward to the best
school year that Curry County has JOHN B. McMANUS WILL
ever known."
HEAD SPEAKERS' BUREAU
FOR THE DEMOCRATS
MUCH WHEAT DAMAGED
BY RAIN OVER COUNTY
John B. McManus of Albuquerque,
former democratic state chairman
swamped
being
Local elevators are
will head the speakers'bureau at the
this week with wet wheat, as a result democratic state headquarters, Ar
of the recent rains over the county.
thur Seligman, state chairman, stated
Much of th wheat was threshed from today.
Mr. MoManus is the first.
the stack soon after rains, and it bureau head appointed.
get
takes from two days to a week to
Mr. McManus will begin work at
It in shape to ship after it is received once. His nrst job is to
be arrang
by the elevators.
ing the itinerary of the two principal
Sufficient cars have been received parties to be sent out Senator A. A.
to handlo tho shipping demands since Jones of Las Vegas will head one and
the embargo to Galveston was lifted, R. H. Hanna of Albuquerque, candi
and No. 1 wheat was selling today date for governor, the other.
for 12.22.
JOHNSON'S BAND TO
PLAY AT PLAINVIEW
'

ICE

WITH

SANTA FE

Johnson's Band of this city has
been engaged to play for five days at
TO ADVERTISE ROUTE the Plalnview fair which will be hold
during the coming month. The Clovis
Automobile D"ealer will Compota with band Is the best organization of the
kind in this entire section ot the
California Llmitod Over New
v
country and is a great advertisement
Abo Pass Route.
for Clovis.
Beating the time of the California
CUPID STILL BUSY.
Limited from the Kansas City to
Helen over the new Abo Pass Route
Cupid and the county clerk were on
is the lutcst road race planned by
automobile dealers along the route, the job tills week.
E. J. Bnkr, of Scullin, Oklahoma,
according to D. L. McDonald, of
Hereford, president of the Abo High and J. P. Reeves, of Elida, New Mx
by Judge 3. P.
ico, were married
way Association.
According to present plans, the Noble on August 26th.
Ward P. Wilkinson and Miss Cecil
entire distance of the Abo Pnss Route
Will be separated into divisions to Pny, both of Clovis, woro married hy
correspond to tho divisions of the Rov. Hugh M. Smith, on August Jflth,
Marriage licenses were issued to
Santa Fe Railway, and fresh cars will
be started at each division point along Walter Leonard, of Clevis, and Mis
Willa Highsmith, of Taiban; and to
the way.
"Tho dealers are enthusiastic about Charles M. Sorrels and Miss Bessie
the race," said Mr. McDonald, "and I'lddicoart, both of Clovis..
since the route parallels the Santa
James D. Nordyke, of Melrose, and
Fe almost entirely they have no doubt Mlrs Pearl Smith, of Cottonwood,
that they can boat the fastest train Texas, were united in marriago by
over this splendid new highway."
Rev. R. B. Freeman this morning.
'

Much Interest is being centered in
the Republican State Convention
which will convene in Albuquerque
next Tuesday. At this time the race
for the nomination for governor it
overshadowing every other contest.
Gov. Larrazolo has much opposition
for the nomination and apparently
the honor may fall to any one of a
dozen prominent Republicans of the
state. Besides the Governor the following have been mentioned: Tom
Hughes of Albuquerque, E.A. Cahoon
of Roswoll, W. D. Murray of Silver
City, J. E. Reinburg
of La Union,
udge David Leahy of San Miguel
County, A. B. Renehan of Santa Fc,
and Judge Reed Halloman. In view
of the fact that there is so much dis- lunation in the ranks of the party
in tl.e state this year, this 1ft going
to be one of the most Interesting state
conventions the Republican party h,
ever held.
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County Fair This Fall
CLOVIS IS PROMISED
CONVENTION

DELE6ATES

ALL

.
Twenty-Eig1

Each

TO BE HELO

FASHION SHOW

HERE ON

M, IS IS,

Named with Half Vota Merchants will Display Autumn Styles
Man Or.
Farmors and Clovis Basin
Delegate go Uniiutructed
When. New Lyceum Theatre Is
f aniz Curry County Fair AsBut Vol as a Unit,
Opened.
sociation.

The very latest in styles will be
The Republican county convention
A permanent organization for tha
was held at the court house in Clovis displayed In the Autumn Fashion
County Fair Association, and
Curry
last Saturday. County Chairman W. Show by Clovis merchants on the
plans for a county fair in Clovis on
A. Havener presided and W. I. opening night of the new Lyceum
Luikart was secretary of the meeting. Theatre, sometime in September, ac October 14th, 15th and 16th of this
year were completed Friday at a Joint
The object of the convention was to cording to Russell Hardwick, man
ager.
will
staged
show
be
under meeting of representative business
The
select delegates to the state convenmen of Clovis and farmers of Curry
tion which meets at Albuquerque next the direction of Miss Edith Gilligan,
County.
of
young
Denver,
Clovis
people
and
week. Curry County has fourteen
'T-- J. M. Bickley was elected president
votes in the convention and twenty- - will act as models.
All the
models in fall of the Association, G. P. Kuykendall,
eight delegates were selected, each
and Will H. Pattison,
having a half vote. The delegates re and winter clothing will appear,
secretary and treasurer. These of
ceived no instructions from the con mingled with an array of pleasing
ficers were given authority to moke
BAND TO GIVE LAST
vention except that they are to vote colors designed to attract milady's
definite arrangements for the fair.
CONCERT THIS WEEK
a unit and are to be bound by the eye, and all the latest in men's tog
which will be held in connection with
gery
display.
be
on
will
views of the majority of the dele
the displays of the boys' and Girls'
have
Clovis
the
Most
of
merchants
The last regular band concert of gates.
Clubs of Curry County, and will aptha season will be given at the city
Following were named as delegates arranged to display their goods at this
point heads of departments and comtime.
park next Saturday evening accord and it 1h understood that most of
"Arrangements for the Fashion mittees as they see fit.'
ing to A. w. Johnson, director.
those named will attend:
When final plans for the organiza
Clovis people have Appreciated the
Miss Anna Currcn,
Mrs. G. W. Show have been completed," said Mr.
tion
are complete, it will be placed on
concerts this year more than ever Singleton, Mrs. W. E. Marsh, Mrs. Hardwick Wednesday, "and as soon
before, and most of the concert even Ollie McLean, Mrs. J. R. Dcnhof, Mrs. as the chairs have been Installed the a more sound financial basis in order
to improve and enlarge the fair each
ings saw large crowds in the park.
R. N. Downie, G. W. Singleton, W theatre will be opened." According
year. Eventually the Curry County
The individual members of the A. Havener, George McLean, A. B tq Mr Hardwick the seats have been
Fair Association will have its owa
enroute
factory
from
some
for
the
band are to be congratulated on their Austin, A. E. Curren, W. E. Marsh,
grounds with display pavilions' and
work this season, and Clovis feels W. I. Luikart, R. N. Downie, I. C. time, and are now delayed on account
other
ieatures which are so needed at
of
bad
was
a
car.
announc
order
How-letIt
t,
proud of the organisation.
Johnson, Chas. Fasholtz, Ernest
this
time.
ed,
fashion
however,
show
that the
W. H. Duckworth, S. Overton,
The president of the Association
CLOSING SERVICES AT
R. E. Rowells, J. R. Denhof, Dr. H. would be held some time In Septem
will also appoint at least five business
ber.,
..
.
THE ADVENTIST CAMP A. Miller, Willi Fasholts, Hobert R.
men of Clovis to attend each of the
(Miller, D. K. Fitzhugh, R. M. Bishop,
community fairs that will be held in
Evangelist John Tindail, a convert Ben Moss and Tom Slater.
the various districts of the county be?
ed infidel of California, will deliver
OF
ginning September 10th.
three lectures on Thursday night, POPULATION OF NEW
At the meeting, the business men
Friday night and Sunday night at the
MEXICO IS 435.901
guaranteed $500 to help care for tho
Adventiat Camp ground.
some 400 club delegates which will
Suturdny morning a 10:45 Evan
Tho Census Bureau, Washington,
be on hand from this and adjoining;
gelist M. Lukens, of Oklahoma City, has announced an estimate of the
D.W. Jones, secretary of the Clovis
counties.
will speak upon the subject: "What Is population of the various states, based Chamber of Commerce has been
With the view of stimulating Inthe Sin Against the Holy Ghost?"
on tho. 1920 census. The estimate for busy this week superintending repair
terest in the county fair, it is probable
Saturday night at 7:45, Dr. Mary N'ow Mexico is 435,901, compared on the road north of Claud. The
that the Chamber of Commerce will
Mc Reynolds, M. D., of Los Angeles, with 827,396 the official census fig- Crow mud flat, which extends
for send delegations and the
band to each
will speak upon "Disease; Its Cause ures for 1910. Thus, Now Mexico in about half a miio along the road has
of the community fairs which will be
of
increase
and Prevention."
All are cordially 10 years has shown an
been a menace to grain haulers from
held proceeding the county fair.
invited.
108,505 in population, a very gratify- that vicinity for some time, and the
ing growth.
Department
Road Maintenance
of
BASE BALL SUNDAY
New Mexico has more people than the Chamber of Commerce is coming
AND LABOR DAY
Wyoming, Arizona and to the rescue. The first duty of the
Vermont,
Nevada, and its increase in population rescue party was to pull five loaded
The Clovis Elks team will play Fort
since the last decennial census has trucks out of the mud.
Sumner on next Sunday afternoon
BEETAOUNCED lecn much forger than any of the Hereford, Texas, is bidding strong and also on Labor Day. Fort Sumner
states named. It is predicted that for the grain from northern Curry is coming with the strongest team she
County, but when the north roud is has ever had and both games should
Parade, Ball Cam, Band Concert, the next 10 years will give this st-a population of at least 600,000. this put in good shape practically all of be good ones!
Public Speaking and Dane Hava
Both games
claim being based on the rate of In- this grain will come to Clovis.
Been Arranged.
at 3 :30.
crease during the past 10 years.
NEW LYCEUM IS
Final arrangements for the big
ALMOST COMPLETED
Labor Day Celebration next Monday, DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES
FALL TERM OF CLOVIS
SPEND SHORT TIME HERE
September 6th, have been announced
The interior decorating of the new
by the committee, and the whole af
fair promises to be the biggest of the Judge R. H. Hanna, Democratic Lyceum Theatre has been finished and
OPENS SEPT.
kind in the annals of the Clovis labor nominee for governor, and State Sen- the new building will soon be ready.
ator Hal Kerr of Luna county, Demo- Right now the biggest delay is in re.
people.
Enrollment Work Will Take Plae
Tho committee in charge of the sr cratic nominee for Land Commission- ceiving the seats which have been
Moat of
Friday and Saturday
rangements has put forth every effort er, were in Clovis for a few hours shipped for sometime.
Hera.
Teacher
Loving-ton
Thursday morning enroute to
to make the day a success.
where they will be speakers at a SUFFRAGE NOW IN A
All who are to take part in the
Immediately after the close of the
LECAL TANGLE, SAYS
big
picnic
to be held there.
,
parade will meet at the Court House
Curry County Institute, enrollment
DEPARTMENT
STATE
The Democratic tisket has two
at 0 a. m. and report to the committee
work for the fall term of the Clovis
in charge.
The parade will start strong men in Judge Hanna and SenWashington, D. C.,Sept 1 Action Public Schools will begin. All but
ator Kerr. The latter is one of the
promptly at 0 :30.
of the lower house of the Tennossee three of the teachers for the schools
At 3 :00 p. m. there will bo a ball big cattle men of the southern part of legislature in voting
have reported for duty, and these will
acquainted
with
game between Clovis and Fort Sum the state and is well
in the ratification of the woman suf probably will be on hand when the
tho needs of the state land office.
ner on the Clovis diamond.
frage amendment is viewed by the term opens.
Judge Hanna and Senator Kerr
At 7:30 p. m. there will be band
The first six grades west of Mitchell
state department officials as creating
concert by Johnson's Concert Band were joined here by Harry L. Patton a legal tangle, with which the state street will register at La Casita school
at the city park and an address by who goes to Lovington in the interest department has nothing to do at this Friday morning, September 3, at 9
Prof. J. M. Bicklcy, county superin- of his candidacy for the Supreme time.
o'clock.
The same grades east ot
Court.
tendent,
i
Mitchell, will register at the same
This will be followed by a dance at
NEW BUILDINGS TO START
hour and day at the high school. All
MASONS FROM CLOVIS
o'clock In the Elks Home.
grades above the first six grades will
ATTEND CEREMONIALS
Fenley & Son have been awarded register at the high school as follows:
The following Is the order In which
the contract for the two new build- Departmental grades, Friday morning
the different organizations will apToday is a big day for members of ings to be erected by Joe C. McClelpear in the parade: Band, Machinists,
September 3. All high school FreshCarpenters, Retail Clerks, Carmen, tho Ifaonic orders of Clovis, with the land on Main street just south of the men Friday morning, September 8;
,
Am-Farmers State Bank. Material is be Sophomores, Friday afternoon, same
Sheet Metal Workers, Painters and big Khiva Shrine Ceremonial at
Pnpcr Hangers, Maintenance of Way, arilla, and, the initiation of a group ing received daily and Mr. McClelland day; Juniors, Saturday morning, SepBoilermakers,'
Black- of Novices Into the mysteries of the expects t otret these buildings com- tember 4, and Seniors, Saturday afTeamsters,
Shrine at Tucumcari.
pleted by January 1st.
Engineers
smiths, Railwny Clerks,
ternoon. Children should take due
George Roach, A. J. Whiting, A. W.
and Firemen, Barters, Trainmen,
of the day and hour of their
notice
QUARTERS
ENLARGING
merchants and citizens. These will Johnson, Byrl Johnson, taurel Johnregistration so as to avoid confusion.
be followed by decorated floats and son, Dr. A. L. Dillon, Frank Dillon,
In spite of the Inconvenience causCompany will
Denhof Jewelry
aulos of different business houses and John Howard, Dr. E. M. Chapman,
by the delay in completing the new
ed
by
occupied
space
floor
the
double
W. K. Austin, E. C. Parker, P. A.
organizations.
Field School building, prosEugene
addiin
occupy,
the firm. They will
The following prices will be given LaShler and W. H. Duckworth attendpects for a good school year are betthe
. quarters,"
former
their
to
tion
for the best decorated flonts: first ed the Shrine Conclave at Tucumcari room formerly used by the City Cafe. ter thrtn ever before, according to
atprize, $25; second prize, $15; third while quite a number from Clovis
overhauled Prof. E. W. Bowyer, city
the installation of the Knlva This is being completely
l, tended
prize, $10. Judges will be A.
will be installed.
fixtures
now
and
now
Shrine at Amarillo.
C. W. Harrison and J. R. Hull.
'
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PLEASANT HILL ITEMS

Grain and Flour
WE WANT YOUR WHEAT.
The embargo, that has been effective since Aug- -'
list 2nd. has been lifted and we ean handlp vmir
wheat promptly.

-

;

.

t
t

SUNLIGHT FLOUR

Cramer Mill & Elevators Co.
i

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

PLEASANT

WAR RESULTED IN HEAVY
LOSSES IN POPULATION

HILL ITEMS

CLAUD

(Delayed from last week.)
We have been having some nice
ihowert which ia making everything
grow, but putting the farmers behind
with their work.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Gurley of Texico
were visitor in this neighborhood
Sunday.
Miss Margery Kays spent Saturday
afternoon with Miss Erma Karns.
Miss Kate Davis and Mr. Bill Johnson of Claud were visitors at B. Y. P.
U. Sunday night
Only a few were present at preaching Sunday afternoon,
A substitute
came in Brother Thurston's place, as
he was attending the quarterly conference at Texico.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Mormafc
spent Sunday afternoon with Mr. and
Mrs. Blackwell.
A few of the young folks
went
home with Mr. and Mrs. McCain, Sunday night after preaching to eat ice
cream.
Mr. and Mrs. Gurley and son, Forest have gone to Kansas on a visit.
Miss A. Smith has returned to
Chris, guess this place is too dull for
her.
Miss Eunice Johnson of Claud waa
a visitor at B. Y. P. U. and preaching
Sunday night.
STRANGER

NOTES

(Delayed from last week.)
Mrs. Montoya of Albuquerque was
the week end guest of Mrs. Forrest
Pattison.
Ml we Nellie Mott and Lois Charle-to- n
were Sunday guests of Misses
Erma and Marble Westfall.
Neighbors held a surprise party for
Mrs. Sam Pipkin Saturday evening.
The Cowboys convention at Tucum-ca- rl
had a number of Claud attend-ents.

Singing was held at
house Sunday evening.

the

usiness is Good

!

school

Washington, Sept. 1. Due to war
Influence, ten European nations engaged in the world war show a potential loss in population of 85,820,-00- 0
persons since 1914, according to
a statistical research conducted by
the Copenhagen Society for Studying
the Social Consequences of the War.
made public today by the American
Red Cross.
At the end of 1013, the society
reported, these nations had a population of 400,850,000 and under normal
conditions this population should have
increased by the middle of 1019 to
424,210,000. However, It had fallen
by that time to 389,030,000, which
led to the conclusion by Danish
that the loss of actual and
potential human life in these nations
approximated 40,00.0,000.
Causes of the abnormal falling off
in population were attributed in the
society's report as follows:
Killed in war, 9,819,000;
deaths
due to augmentation
of mortality,
economic blockades, war epidemics,
5,301,000; fall in birth rate due to
mobilization of 66,000,000 men between 20 and 45 years of age,

Mr. and Mrs. Bennett returned last
week from a two weeks trip to their
farm in Oklahoma.
Mr. Keenan has been on the sick
list.
Ihe Smith children arc improving
ff;ei a long seigo of the whooping
ccufh.
Mrs. Walter Westfall and sister
I Mian Pre vis:tinj in Claud, Texas.
Mr. and Mm. Walter Smith had as
dinner guests, Sunday, Mr and Mrs
C. H. Westfall, John
Westfall and
family.
Mesdames John Westfall, Chester
Marks, Wm. Kreitzberg, Sam Pipkin,
The League of Nations is a practical
Misses Lola and Helen Kreitzberg
It
and Marble Westfall were Tuesday solution of a practical situation.
is no more perfect than the original
afternoon guests of Mrs. 0. E.
Constitution which has been amended
The wife of a negro minister at
eighteen times and will soon, we hope,
Atchison, Kansas, has been the mothThe world will immortalize the be amended the nineteenth.was perer of 32 children. She is 62 years dreamer who invent an airship that1 fect. It is not
n
; it is antiold.
will lift us above our troubles.
war. Franklin D. Roosevelt.
anti-natio-

Pleasant Hill is still prospering
with good crops. - The fanners are
petting ready for large wheat crops,
Mrs. M, A. Colweli ha returned
from Nebraska, where she has been
visiting her father and mother.
Miss Mable Nichols is visiting Miss
Irene DeLozier.
Miss Elsie Gallagher, Mr. Harry
Hungate and Mr. Emery Colweli made
a trip to Plainview Saturday after
Miss Minnie Agnes Wilson.
A number from this community at
tended the party at Mr. Johnsons,
Saturday night, all reported a nice
time.
Mr. A. M. Singleterry and family
has returned from Oklahoma where
they have been visiting relatives.
Mr. Tom Gallagher has sold his
farm.
X large number from this community attended the Baptist association
Thursday and Friday of last week.
Miss Goldie Snodderly returned last
week from York Town, Iowa, where
she has been visiting her sister.
Mr. Paris Greer and Miss Vera
Greer are visiting their aunt and
uncle Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Greer.
They have planned to go to school at
Pleasant Hill this fall and winter.
Jenny Wren.

e
A full line of Moline Listers and
Cultivators. These are the old reliable Moline line. The prices are right
Mo-lin-

on these implements.

All grades of JMobiloil at prices

that will save you money.

PLAINS BUYING AND
SELLING ASSOCIATION

PUBLICATION NOTICE
In the Probate Court of Curry
County, New Mexico.
In the matter of the estate of
F. B. PAYNE, Manager
Frank J. Evans, deceased.
Notice is hereby given that the
undcrsigened Maud C. Evans, administratrix of the estate of Frank J.
Evans, deceased, has filed In the Probate court of Curry County, New
Mexico, her final account as adminFARMERS STATE BANK OF CLOVIS ,
istratrix of this estate, which said account correctly shows all receipts and
disbursements, and that the Probate
able terras consistent with prudent banking princi- Judge of Curry County has set and
pies.
fixed Monday, the 6th day of
a day of the September,
1920, term of said court, for the hearing and allowance or rejection Of
said account. All persons interested READ THE ADDS IN THE NEWS For Real Bargains
in said estate will be governed acThe Belgians have declared Aug
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE
cordingly.
ust 4 a legal holiday in commemora
MAUD C. EVANS,
Notice is hereby given that Uie
Administratrix of the estate of Frank tion of the Belgian defiance of the
undersigned was duly appointed tad
bein
1914,
at
the
German
ultimatum
J. Evans, deceased.
tc.
qualified as administrator of the esginning of the World War.
tate of Jennie McCully, by the Pro-biA FOOL the fellow who expects
Brotherhood
Locomotive
The
of
court on he 14th day of May,
to get something out of life and yet
Engineers will open a bank in Cleve- 1919, and all parties are notified to
Defuse to put anything into it.
land, November 1. Th? stock will be present their claims against said
limited to member of the nrgnnizu-tion- , estato, if any, to said administrator
and the main purpose is slated as the law provides, for payment,
to be to aid the t5,000 members of otherwise same will be forever barred
the order.
in one year from this 19th day of
Auguflt, 1920.
J. C. Nelson, Administrator
...... .,11.1...
8-- 1

2-- 4
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Fabric Tires
6000 Miles

Blackmore-Zerwe-

it
1A

i

The foature of prime importance
in tho purchase of a MONUMENT is
the quality of marble or granite
this should be of the highest grade if
the memoriul is to be lasting.
The quality of monument
we
make, in this respect, will stand every
test known it is as high and as excellent as we can posibly obtain.

210 W. Grand

Why Not Now?
Co. Insurance.

R. C. Snelson
Groceries
Old Lone Star W.foa Yard

This feature plus dosiirnnir. perfect
letterng and moderate prices should
cause you to place the order with us.
A card will bring full information.

Rapp Monument Co.

r

YOUR PATRONAGE

SOLICITED

MuIm, Hotm
Bought and Sold.

,

CattU

Clovu, Nr M.

Dodge Brothers Cars
Chevrolet Cars

BEST

IN THE LONG RUN

Traffic Trucks
Waterloo Boy Tractors

.

tire when
Where's' the economy in wringing the last mile out of a worn-ou- t
you can buy a new Goodrich Tire from 15 to 20 less than in 19XO ?

SOLD BY
CLOVIS FILLING STATION
CLOVIS AUTO COMPANY

Skarda Auto, Truck and
Tractor Co.
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UINE OWNER WAS
FORCED TO QUIT
Move to Coast Seeking Health
Take Teniae and Will Return
Home a Well Man.

'

"I was forced to give up my mln
Ing business and move to Los Angeles
seeking health, but thanks to Tanlac
I am going back a well man," said
William H. Hart, who owns the
mine in Tohopah, Nevada.
"For nine years," he continued, "I
Buffered terribly from indigestion, my
appetite waa paor and everything I
ate would cause so much gas in my
stomach that I would be drawn alI got so
most double with pain.
nervous I eouldn't write a letter and
even the wind blowing around the
house at night would upset me so I
couldn't sleep. I lost forty pounds
in weight and finally had such bad attacks that 1 couldn't stay an the job
another day. I just gave up and came
out here, but the ehange, like all the
treatments I had taken, seemed to do
mo no good at all.
"One day a . friend recommended
Tanlac to me and I will never be able
to thank him enough, for now afteT
taking four bottles I feel like a new
man. I eat three hearty meals a day,
my nerves are as steady as a rock, I
sleep like a child at night and I am
going back to my mines feeling and
fine in every way. I am glad to have
a chance
toll other people what a
great medicine Tanlac ia."
Tanlac is sold In Clovis by City
Drua Co.. In Texico by Red Cr?s
Pharmacy, and in Melrose by Irwin
(Advertisement)
A Pool.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
J. F. Bolding of Tulsa, Okla., and
LOCUST GROVE
A. Bolding of El Paso, Texas, vis
f
Department of the Interior, U. S.
ited a week with their brothers, R. P.
M.,
(Delayed from last week.)
and C. W. and their sister, Miss Delia. Land Office at Fort Sumner, N.
Mr. Bart Osborne who has been
It being the first time the five have August 4, 1920.
Notice is hereby given that John suffering with a bad hand is much
met In twenty years. While here J.
P. and C. W. made a trip with a team M. Teague, of Clovis, N. M., who, on better at this writting.
Jeff Welch and wife who have been
to northwest New Mexico. Since their AuguAt 14,1017, made Homestead
return It. P. and C. W. made a trip to E.itry No. 017086, for NE14 Sec. 4, in Oklahoma the past few weeks has
Mountuinuir, New Mexico, on the a:.d NW',4 Sec. 3, Township 3 N, returned and will help his brother in
Range 36 E, N. M. P. Meridian, has the singing school which is being held
train and returned Saturday.
to make at Moye Chapel.
A lnrge number from here attended filed notice of intention
proof
Final
three
establish
year
to
John Hamner of Trent, Texas, ia
Tucum-carup
at
round
l
and
the carnival
last week. Some report having claim to the lnnd above described, visiting at the T. J. Randol home this
taken a flisrht In an airplane while before C. A. Scheurich, U. S. Com week.
missionsr in his effice at Clovis, N.
James Curry and sister, Pearl re
there. '
Robert Johnston and family of M., on tho 14th tiny of September, turned the last of the week from a
. . visit in Texas.
Drumright, Okla., came last week to 1920.
Claimant names' as witnesses: S,
make their home with Mrs. M. A.
John Engram is laying the founda
J. Boykin, J. E. N'.lson, H. W. Bell,
Johnston. tion for a new house.
Carl Wilkinson and family visited mil Leslie Patterson, all of Clovis,
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Randol visited
broth- N. M.

J.

t--

CAMERON NEWS

(Delayed from last week.)
Because of heavy Tains there was
not any mail at Cameron from Clovis

Saturday.
Mr. and Mr. S. J. Lobban and Mr.
Ilammons made a trip to Clovis Saturday and returned Sunday.
Grover Cogdill and fumily and
Robert Johnston and family and Mr.
and Mrs. Lonnie Johnston were dinner guests at the home of Mrs. A. M.
Johnston Sunday.
Silas Lane of Meaner, 00a., is here
for his health. His brother Roscoe is
working for J. Z. Isler.
Rev. Crawford was present at his
regular appointment at New Hope
Sunday morning and afternoon.
Sam Jennings sold his farm to Will
Brown last week.
A. C. Johmiton nnd family, J. A.
Nichols and family, and Rob. Isler
and family and Paul Mote and S. P.
Easley took Sunday dinner at thn
home of J. Z. Isler.
The two weeks meeting held at
Now Hope closed Suturday night.
J. Z. Isler attended the Democratic
Convention at I.as Vegas this week.

last week with Mrs. Wilkinson's
,
er at Glen Rio, N. M.
P. Easley who has been working
with the Wltherspoon threshing crew
returned to his home at Dunlap, N.
M., Monday.
Mliss Delia Bolding will have charge
of the Boney school, beginning, September 7th.
S. J. Lobban bought the F. W.
Davidson farm.
Golden Martin lost control of his
car lust week at the Cap Rock. It
turned over several times and is a
wreck. Luckily no one was seriously
hurt.

VP

.4

Register.

If some people would cling "to i
cross just like they cling to their opin.
ions they would never lose their grip
on the Lord.
It

is quite possible

that some speak
era substitute lungs for logic and per
spiration for inspiration.

The VACCINE That
Made Kansas Famous
This is the original formula
Kansas Germ Free Vaccine
(Aggression) which has revolutionized Blackleg treatment.
It originated thru experiments
at Kansas Agricultural College
directed by the president of
this company in person. One
dose prevents Blackleg. Proved
on over a million calves. Abso- lutely reliable one trial convinces.
U. S. Blackleg Vaccine 20c
per dose.

& Logan

Worswick
Distributors,

Say
Soy!

Listen,

Want a nice cool drink at
the best fountain In town?
It's tbe but way to endure
theie hot, dusty afternoons..

Let's Go To

are so

MURRAY'S

I

IOME cigarettes are packed in pretty
boxes that certainly don't grow on
t
It
trees.
Next, tney re aoiiea up ana
flavorings are sure getting expensive.
And then, they're priced a bit high so
they'll seem "exclusive." But read how
Spur Cigarettes offer the highest possible
quality at the lowest possible price:
If there are any finer tobaccos from the
Orient arid the good old U. S. A. than
those selected for Spurs, they must be a
secret that the world has never heard.
And when we got these combined in Spur
Cigarettes, what do you suppose was the
result? Just the best taste and aroma
that any cigarette could give, and Willie
Doll-u- p
or Freddie Flavoring hadn't a
thing to do with it.
T

Content yourself with the common
course of things. You'll be no exception to the rule. Somebody will
sing your virtues when you are dead.
When you put yourself on the
block to be sold to the highest bidder
you cannot put too high a price on
yourself.

I

A shipment of French Bevel Plate
Mirrors suitable for built-i- n Buffets
and Mirror Doors.
See us before they are all gone.

1 3
OUIfUirCTFR
5- PIIIkaaaW
I
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A
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Mtl kcin II Bctf. bill.!
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS

d

Murray, Proprietor.

Roswell, N. M.

Just Received

n

all-fire-

dear

Confectionery
Slaughter

good

friends, andyou
shall hear why
some Cigarettes

mm

Many a fellow has found out that
when a girl's love has settled upon
him it was
already a
article.
shop-wor-

,

W. K. McGILL,

OHIO GIRLS INTERESTED
IN POLITICAL ELECTION
A mock political convention with
all the lobbying 'for candidates, pre
liminary advertising
and political
manouvers was indulged in by 350
mduKtrial girls who met recently in
a convention at Oxford, Ohb.
The
fact that their home state is supplying two presidential candidates la intensifying their Interest in citizenship
and election politics, according to
leaders of Civic Study Clubs.
A study book on citizenship, preparatory to the exercise of suffrage,
has been prepared by the Educational
Department of the Young Women's
Christian Association, National Board
in New York City, and is being used
at conferences and in study groups.

cpent Saturday night and Sunday at
home of Sam itandors.
John Russell and familv hv
P. M. Owens and family returned
on a visit to different points in Texas,
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Williams nave Friday from a visit in Texas.
gone to Mountainair, New Mexico on
Ira W. Taylor and J. E. Randol
have each purchased a new wagon.
a visit.
Miss Mildred Hagler visited
Ira Taylor, Jr., is working up north
her
sister, Mrs. Bob Williams of Fairfield this week
Thursday and Friday.
Mr. and Mrs, Buck Gee called on
J. E. Randol spent the day at Mrs. ' Mr. and Mrs. Osborne Sunday even- ing.
Bart Osborne's Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughan of Union
Mr. and Mrs. John Boss Friday.

1

1

1

EVLRVnHLRf

Spur. is "class" all through-e- ven
to the smart
package,
that keeps Spurs fresh and fragrant. Try out a package of
Spurs. You'll say "made and
priced for popularity."
"brown-and-silve-

triple-wrappe-

Money Harder

Lumber Co.

ICemp

to Obtain in
the East

HANUMIIUKU

Liggett

Phone 19
;;
!

.

occupied and farmed by applicant.
loans at this time to

d,'

SV

Myers Tobacco Co.

.

V. Tate, Auctioneer

ii
k

I have been a stock raiser and buyer all my life and know the
value of stock and farm Implements' and hnvo never failed to sell
a tract of land when put up at a fair sale.

Notwithstanding the fact that money is much
harder to get in the east, wc are still making loans
on improved farms favorably located, but we are
restricted for the present to loans on improved farms

&

r"

v

I

M II

v

Cigarettes

beo me or leave dutes at office of
Your sales appreciated,
Rumey & Wilkinson or Union Mortgage Company.

Cannot make

non-residen- ts.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Clovis. New Mexico

Capital, Surplus and Profits
A Strong

nion Mortgage
Comp any
North Main Street

Clovis, N.

Bank-I-

.$135,000.00

t

a Growing Town

READ THE ADDS IN THE NEWS For Real Bargains

J.XX.J.J.J.A..t.J.i..J.J.J.....
THE CITIZENS BANK OF CLOVIS
"The Farmers Friend"
Wo solicit

your banking business.

N;7

.

for
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11,000.00 to loan on real estate.
r
Co., Abstracts.

$1,000.00 to loan on real estate.
Co., Abstracts.

Blackmore-Zerwc-

PERSONAL MENTION

Blackmore-Zerw- er

Peter Sweet, of Melrose, made a
Mrs. G. V. Croft is visiting with
business trip to Clovis Monday.
her parents in Winslow, Ariz.

ffif

Ed Selders, Uriel Yates and John
Grisumorc & Osborne moved the
in Amarillo.
first of the week to their new location
on North Main Street.
W. C. Zerwer who has been quite
Cleo Montgomery, who was recentMiss Mary Dunlap left this week
One
good second-hanhigh sick is able to be up.
ly operated on for appendicitis, it
for Silver City to enroll in the state grade piano, also new piano for sale
F. S. Burns is in Hot Springs, Ark., getting along nirely, and will' poon
normal school.
Special bargain. D. N. Croft, Phone
visiting a sister and taking a vacation. be able to be up again.
262.
Willard Swaney, assistant cashier
Lot's Got Acquainted
Mrs. R. E. Benson, of Alva, Okla.,
t the Clovis National mink, returned
Dr. M. S. Smith, dentist of HousClovis Filling
Station Tires
who has been visiting her brothers, J.
Sunday morning from a vacation trip ton, Texas, has recently located in
R. and C. E. Denhof, returned to her
to St. Louis, Mo., and other points. Clovis for the practice of hi profesPost Office Inspector, J. C. Andrix
He also visited his former homo at sion. He will have office in the made a business trip to Clovis this home Tuesday.
Stratford, Texas. .
week.
Barry building.
was a
toe Howard or
B. F. Fears, editor of he Farwell
Tribune, was a Clovis visitor Monday.

Fager returned the first Walker spent Saturday
of the week from a trip to Las Vegas
Rev. C. W,

You

Proas
The
Mutton

We Do the Rest

fortales

Clovis visitor Wednesday.
Mr. HowA. E. Dorman of Raton spent sev
ard says Roosevelt County will nave
eral days here the past week. Mr.
a big fair this fall.
Dorman formerly lived in Clovis.

Tom Mis, tlx tcrMn's greats!, rid-i- f
i star U ready
, shooting, dared
to thrill you again.

LET OUR
KODAK Finishing Department relieve you of the
trouble of developing and printing. Prompt service
and good work.

Let us show you the Maytag Power

Mjrs. H." P. Folley and son,

Pete, Washer a genuine Convenience for
motored to Hereford on business Sat
the farmer's wife.
urday.
The

pollution of I.ubboc:,

according-

ti ir

-

wee,

Texas,
to revised figures jrlvei. out
is 4,061.

Look inside the lid!

Every member and all others who
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Yates spent
Saturday in Amarillo visiting rein- - can arc urgently requested to be
prevent promptly at 9:45 next Suntives.
day morning. Christian Bible School.
Rev. G. E. Kennedy is spending the
W. F. Swurtz, proprietor of the
week in Roswcll where he is assisting
Clovis Steum Laundry, left this week
with a revival meeting.
X.
Tll.lln
I.. ... U..
ji.'i wuuvi 1 v.1111., iiu ue nv me ueu- Miss Mary Verlin of Kansas City side of his mother, who is sick.
Be-was here this week visiting at the fisve returning home he will visit ut
home of Mr. and Mrs.' E. CI Enstin. Atluntic City.

(ks

.

1
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Hemstitching
Wool, Silk and CotRound Oak Pipe and Pipelecs Furton. Mrs. Knewles at Luikart Dry nace.
Goods Co.

".

Dr. J. W. Board and family returned this week from Roswell where they
have been visiting.
Fenley & Son have been Awarded
Mrs. L. M. Prine returned this the contract for the erection of the
week from a two weeks' visit with two brick buildings to be erected on
friends in Chickasha, Oklahoma.
North Main street by J. V. Rice and
Harry Highfill.
A. J. Rodes and family left Monday
for a ten days' motor trip to
e
The S. W. Lane & Suns Grain Co.,
City and other Oklahoma is putting in a stock of farm implepoints,
ments, their first shipment arrived

IK

11
Mi

Okla-hom-

VP-

1

"O:

'.Hi

f,'

MS

te;d:i;:ii;.i
aM-i-

yjri.

"411

this week.

0.

C. Sputter

left the first of the
week for Topeku, Kansas, to attenJ
."

to'

the bedside of his wife who is
sick there.

soiicun-l-

y

If it hasn't this trademark
it isn't a Victrola

Miss Iva Parker has returned to
resume her work in the Clovis public
schools after spending the summer
in her home in Missouri.

Mr. and Mrs. Fayette Copeland. of
C. R. Herrin has recently purchased
Oklahoma, spent a few days this week
with their son, Fayette Copelund, Jr., the Clovis Sheet Melal Works on
on their way home from California.
Grand Avenue from W. H. Simmons.
Mr. Simmons is planning
to leave
Sunday is Home Cormng Day at Clovis.
the Christian Bible School, are you
J. W. Mordecai pluns to erect a
'interested enough to be present?
planing mill in Clovis soon. Machin'Special program.
ery has been purchased and as soon
J. B. Atwood, son of Mr. Bnd Mrs. as a building can he erected it will
W. W. Atwood who live on North Con- be put in operation.
nelly Street, is vriting in Sluton this
W. C. Harrcl and wife are here for
week.
a visit at the home or Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Hurrell lived in
Churns, Milk ('tins and Heavy C. F. Wells.
Curry county in the early day. lateCream Delivery Cans.
ly he has been in the mercantile business in the oil fields of West Texas,
but is now moving to Floydada, Texas- -

I

TOM MIX

DIRECTION WILLIAM

J7
JVM.

J

You can readily identify the YU trola by the famous
Victor trademark, "His Master's Voice." It is not a
Victrola without the Victor dog. This trademark is on
.every Victrola. It guarantees the quality and protects
you from inferior substitutes.
j
The word "Victrola" is also a registered trademark
of the Victor Talking Machine Company. It is derived
from the word "Victor" and designates the products of
the Victor Company only.
j
As applied to
instruments,
'"Victrola" refers only to the instruments made by the
Victor Company the choice of the world's greatest
artists.
?

;

1

IB

W.

'

sound-reproduci-

,

IN

THE TERROR"
..ir
..:

.

if

tlx

Look Inside the llif imit upon teeing the fsmniu Victor
trademark!. On the portable iv lci, which have no lid, the Victor
trademark, sppeari to iLl tide of the cabiptt.

McCormick Com Binders and Re
The old building that has stood at pairs. Let us have your order early.
the rear of the Clovis National Bank
has been moved to the northwest part
of town and will be converted into a
residence.

SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Collins enter
J. L. Campbell of Electra, Texas,
it a new settler in Curry county, hav- tained at dinner Sunday the follow

n.ll

Mrs.
Andy
ing recently moved to Melrose. Mr. ing guests: Mr. an
Campbell says New Mexico looks good Moore, Mrs. Bessie Moore, and baby,
Ola, Mr. and Mrs. George Watson, j
to him.
and
Mr. and Mrs. James Dennis,
Judge Sam Bratton Is holding court daughter, Faythe, Mrs. Elizabeth
in Lea county this week. This is the Mateer, and L. M. Prine.
first time he has presided over the
You boys and girls, ages from one
courts in that county, Juuge Brice
having held the previous terms there. month to one hundred years, should
make an especial effort to be present
R. O. Lawson returned last week next Sunday morning on time, JM5,
from Altus, Okla., where he has been we are depending upon all loynl
isitlng for several months. Mr. Law-o- n members to get as many new memspends a great deal o'f time out of bers for next Sunduy s possible.
( jrry county, but says he is always
Christian Bible School.
lad to get back home.
The Ladies Aid of the Christian
Rev. and Mrs. S. B. Culpepper, of Church met at the home of Mrs.
Wellington, Texas, who formerly liv Harve Campbell on Wednesday aftered in Clovis, are visiting friends here noon. A most enjoyable meeting was
this week. Harold Murphy, who has held. After, the business session debeen visiting in the Culpepper home, licious refreshments were served to
Mesdames
the' following ladles:
returned with them.
Biihop, Campbell, Collins, Cassel,
W. D. Gattis returned the latter Crouch, Fisher, Howard, Kuykendall,
part sf last week from a several McClelland, Gray, Reagan, Story,
months' stay in Tennessee, having at- Hardy, Houk, Moore and Bessie
tended the State Normal at Murfrees-bor- o Mjoore.
during the summer. Mr. Gattis
S. A. Jackson of Hollenc was a
will be principal of the LaCasita
School in Clovis this comiriaj session. Clovis Visitor this week, being one of
He taught at Grady last year.
the visitors at the teachers Institute.
Mr. Jackson has beon a teacher' in
A. L. Phillips has recently purchasCurry County for several years and
ed the interest of I; V. White in the this coming session will be one of tho
firm of the New Mexico Land, Oil and faculty of the, Hollene school.
Cattle Company and in the future the
firm will be conducted under the firm
Sheet Music! Sheet Music! Big
name of McCaulcy & Phillips. Mr.
Phillips is one of the county commis- song hits of Broadway, New York
sioners of Curry county and Demo- are arriving daily.
cratic nominee for Probate Judge.
Mr. McCaulcy has been in the real
estate business here for sometime and
the partnership should be a successful
EVERYTHING MUSICAL
one.
I

la

'Tb Tortor,"

you hav aaotbar
MIX majUrpiocs
a real Western
Thriller-t-i- n
Which the famous 'dare.
deViT :hoW
clean pair of heels to
anything he has yet done in the line
of hasardous stunts.
You will see
MIX in all bis glory as a big cowboy
( a U. S. Deputy Marshals running
down a band of gold thieves. It's a
role tbat MIX caa eat up as he was
a Deputy Marshal here in New Mexico
before he was an actor and it able to
live the part. See this thriller.

TWO REEL SUNSHINE COMEDY
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOON

i.

'.' V

AT THE

SATURDAY NIGHT
September 4th

v,IKY TO GET IN
rfi

r.i,. r."

Croft Music Go.

,!"'

SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.

i

.1.

V ,H.'.-- .
iiihi."'i

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

LEST YOU FORGET We fill pivsmptiotis
promptly and corroctly. ..Registered pharmacists
only.

riaycr Rolls! Player Rolla! Bia
W Cuarantta Satisfaction
'
Assortment Latest Hits.
Vulcanizing Clovis Filling Station.
Mrs. J. R. Carver left Monday for
Seattle, Wanhlngion, where she will!
spend several weeks visiting her
brother.

GroftMusicGo.
EVERYTHING MUSICAL

Dr. Howard Denr.ls, who has been
attending university in Chicago, la
homo for a month's visit at tho home
of his parents, Mr. nnd Mrs. Chas. E.

W. H. Bombarger has recently said
his homo in the north part of town on
Statts Avenue and will soon begin the
erection of a new residence on North

Dennis.

Connelly Street.
I

.

H. M. Stokes returned tho first

.

MrS. A. R. Wnirnol

of ; Miss Nellie, made

Anil rlnnivtif n

short business,

i

the week from Vcnita, Okln., where Hp to,
Amarillo this week. ,. Thoy
he lies purchased 'an elevator. Mr.
, vere accompanied
by Mrs. .Wagner'a-- ,
Stokes expects to move there within ' n,
wno had h:s tonsils removj.
v
tho next few months.
ed while he was there.
Ship your live stock to Rynn-RoInson CommUnion Co., Kansas City,
Phonograph
Records!
Records'
Mo. Day and night aervico. Twenty
85c RECORDS
years experience.
Market letter Our Records have not advanced. Latfree.
est hits every week..
Round Oak Ranges.
I

Croft Music Co.
EVERYTHING

MUSICAL

'.MI i

j
:l

''
M

Second Section

Second Section
Oldest Established Paper in Curry County

VOL.14. NUMBER 9.

Official

Paper of U. 8. Land Office
$1.50 PER YEAR
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Mj
BEEN PROVIDED FOR

.

of County Commiuiov-r- i,
Stat Highway Commiuioa.
and Chamber of Commarca
Cati Action.

5

Lantham Clothol

lied,

by Leopold, Chicago

The PROSPECT OF PLEASANT TIMES is enhanced when you
know your clothes will add to your appearance. In all probability
there's a red line on your calendar to indicate a social event
or a friendly outing on

and
were
married at the home of the bride's
parents in that city last Friday af-

Buy your Fall clothes now and be among those dressed in their best on that occasion

Clothes

h

Langham Clothes

FOR YOUNGER YOUNG MEN
are here in an interesting assortment. They are
specially made for you of fifteen to twenty, and they
have a world of style in their make-up- .
They fit
body lines perfectly, and they have the truly Young
d
d
Hen's look you demand.
and
suits class patterns in attractive colorings

FOR YOUNG MEN
They have a line, a look and an air that will recommend them to you at a glance. We have a splendid
selection of Langhams in the newest Fall modeld.
They're right and that covers it in style, in fabric
and in price. Plain and fancy flannels, blue serges,

$30.00 up to $70.00

$57.50 up to $75.00

Single-breaste-

double-breaste-

MARRIED IN PORTALES.
Mr. Temple Odom, of Clovis,
Miss Mignon Jones, of Portales

o

Langham-Hig-

"The best news of the month In the highway department it that early
building of the Roswell to Clovis road
la Mtured," says J. H. Mullii, chair
man of the highway department of the
Roswell Chamber of Commerce, in
"Sunshine Squibs" the official publication of that organization. , "The
first part of the work will start August 16th. The highway department
of the Chamber of Commerce in
conjunction .with the Clovis Chamber of Commerce began work on '
plans to speed up action on the
road more than a month agD.
state highway commission real result!
were obtained.
"The county has $12,500 available
from the county bond issue for this
road. While all of the money is hot
on deposit, sufficient amount has been
placed with the highway commission
to allow the district engineer to start
the work of grading the road between
Acme and Kenna. The. road will be
so placed that the rough boggy places
will be missed. Because of the natural conditions in this section it is
possible to build s road very cheaply
that will be good for several years at
comparatively
small
maintenance
cost.
"About $100,000 Fedral Aid money
will be used on a Federal Aid project
of approximately 11 miles, beginning
in the gyp section near Acme and extending south.
This will provide
hard surfaced road to a point a few
miles south of the Pecos river. From
there into Roswell the road is already
in goou condition.
In Roosevelt
county additional work will be
done, so a good year around road
is now assured. Since this is a section
of the Bankhead and the Ozark Trails
it means much as a feeder to the entire Pecos Valley.
"While grading work on the stretch
from Acme to Kenna will start, at
once, the Federal Aid project cannot
in the nature of things be started so
promptly. The highway department
of the Chamber of Commerce acknowledges helpful
from
the Clovis Chamber of Commerce and
especitily from its secretary, D. W.
i
Jones."

herringbone effects

ternoon.
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs.
Jones, parents of the bride, and Mrs.
Anna L. Odom, Mrs. Neva Cosh, Miss
Lorena Odom, Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Denhof and Miss Hunter.
Immediately after the ceremony
the young couple left for a week-en- d
motor trip to Roswell.
Mr. Odom is s member of the
Clovis Stephens Company, and both
of the young people have many
friends here who extend congratula'
tions and best wishes.
.

RETURNS FROM MARKET

W. F. Bradley returned early this
week from a market trip to Dallas

and Fort Worth where he purchased
holiday and Christmas goods for the
y
Dry Goods Compsny.
The market ia still very unstable,
according to Mr. Bradley.
Shoes,
with the exception of the higher priced styles, are a little below last year's
quotations, and suits are about the
same price with a better grade of
material than last year's models carried.
Rodes-Bradle-

NEFF WON BY A
MAJORITY OF 70,000

We Give S. & H. Green Trading Stamps

Pat M. Ncff defeated former Senator Bailey for governor of Texas in
the primary election held last Saturday by a majority of about 70,000.
This brings to an nd one of the hardest fought elections the Lone Star
State has ever held.
Western Electric
Vacuum Cleaners at

ar
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SHOWN

One hundred delegates from eight
countici are now making preparations to attend the Curry County
Boys and Girls Club display which
will be held In' conjunction with the
Curry County Fair in Clovis on
14th, 16th and 16th, according
to E. Peterson, county agent.
Roosevelt, Chaves, Eddy, Lea, De
Baca, Guddalupe and Quay counties
will compete for honors with the
Curry county delegates at the fair.
These eight counties form one of the
three club districts of the state.
County Agent Merrill, of Roosevelt
county, was in Clovis Monday making
arrangements for the entrance of his
club winners in the Curry county fair.
Roosevelt county is planning to have
a fair early in October, and it is probable that E. Peterson will act as one
of the judges of the club displays.
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We have just returned from market with most
pleasing display of fall hats in beavers, velvets,
sport hats, tarns, special feather creations that will
surely please you.
We also have a complete stock of beautiful
brocaded velvets, feathers, etc., and can make up
anything in the line of fall and winttrhats that your
taste desires.

Coat Suits

PRIZE

Our fall suits are in, too, and we can fit you in
the classiest designs of fall styles. Our hand em
broidered serges are the very latest and they will
surely please you.

HI

NIGHT

Joie Ray announces that arrangements have been made to stage a good
clean boxing bout in the Elks Auditorium here next Monday evening.
Henry Rhodes, weight 175 lbs., known
as the "West Texas Demon," will
meet Jack Willard, of El Pao, at
178 lbs.
Good preliminaries

have been arranged, and the fight promises to be
a good one.

Fall Dresses

MR. FARMER

Our line of latest Jersey, Tricotine and Serge dresses are the most
ever shown in Clovis. They are made for service, yet with an added
touch of color they appeal to the eye of the daintiest shopper. Don't fail to
see them.

If you want to sell your farm make

te

the price and terms right and we can
sell it. We have buyers waiting for
bargains.
V
Gus M. Bryan & Co.,
with Union Mtg. Co.
Lost Gold Heart shaped pin with
cross on face and L. B. on back, on
Mitchell Street, between Bent Ave.,
and rear of Pierce Hotel. Reward.
Finder leave at News office.
ltp

Mrs. W. G. Sroome
Milliner

i

HOLLENE

ITEMS

tones.
wonderful full, round, life-lian
Back of the grill is the secret
oval horn built entirely of wood on
the violin principle. Sound waves are
amplified and sent out to the listener
in correct acoustical "circles." No
metal touches them. That's the secret!
ke

Bnm&wiek
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SCIENTIFIC LIFE INSURANCE
The Praetorians is a scientific Life Insurance
institution with the home office in Dallas, Texas,
The institution was organized 22 years ago and
from the very beginning the Order began putting
aside a reserve to protect its policy holders and we
now have over $80.00 per capita, per member, to
protect our policy holders.

X

t
9

'
The Praetorian
Building
Owned and operated exclusively by

the Praetorians."

ACCIDENT BENEFITS IN EVERY POLICY
WITHOUT EXTRA COST
Every policy the Praetorians write provides
for accident benefits witlwut extra cost. Also disability features.

frii-nr-

,

Our Leader Is the Twenty Year Pay Policy
The Praetorians sell several classes of policies. Our leader is the 20 year
payment plan. Why take a policy on which you have to continue paying premiums as long as you live when you can get a policy in the Praetorians and
get it fully paid up in twenty years? We also write a ten year pay policy.
Cash and loan features in both of the abevc policies after the second year.
I will be Glad to Explain

our Different Plans

and Special Benefits to You

GEO. R. RAY, District Deputy
J.

B

O
O

,

O.

Office 10412 South Main St., Phone 157
CLOVIS. N. M.

Coleman, Deputy.

"

onstration will

Home Office, Dallas, Texas. '
C. B. Gardner, President.
L. Blaylock, Vice President
.
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night.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis have relation
here visiting them.
Miss Minnie Johnson returned to
Phoenix, Ariz., whore she will tak
up her work as cannier.
Mr. and Mrs. Goodman and children made a trip to Portales Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Monzingo had relation from Clovis Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Pierce and daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Pruitt and children, and
Mr. Will Bnlch and son have returned to their homes in Texas.
'J'jejr
have been visiting relatives, Mr. and
Mrs. J. R. Johnson.
GREEN E 'ED JANE.

r"! n n n n r

MOUNCE NEWS

Think! The dear old school days
are almost here again. The children
in this community are anxiously waiting for the 7th of Sept. The farmers
Uiuii v.iieat
are very busy
ground.
Mrs. J. R. Johnson
and children
have returned home from points in
Texas where they have been visiting.
The box supper at Mounce church
building last Friday night was a success. Had good attendance, and ev
ery one reported a dandy time.' The
supper came to $ 138.31.
Mrs. Rice and son have returned
homo from a visit in Texas.
Mr. Brycson and fumily are driving a new Ford car.
There have beVm several people
from this community attending the
meeting in Clovis.
Miss Helen Johnson attended the
dance at Charlie Fields ' Saturday
night.
Mrs. Martin from Clovis called on
Mrs. Rice Sunday.
Mr. Cox is building more onto his
house this week.
Mr. Sam Haynes and wife and sit--

dem-

H
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frjNunn Electric

Hol-len- e.

MEN AND WOMEN ADMITTED ON
SAME BASIS OF RATES
Women are admitted to the Praetorians n the
same basis of nates as men. All meet in the same
council. This makes a fine social feature.
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The big Praetorian campaign lias boon extended
for sixty days more. You save $3.00 by joining now.

.

Come in

II
tmmm

Extended for Sixty Days More

III

On hearing The Brunswick for the first
time every music lover exclaims at its

Hi!
ma
in

Big Praetorian Campaign

F

Of that wonderful "round" tone

Hollcne hs had an abundance of
1U liil
.i
of rain lately. Farmers are taking
advantage of the splendid acasan to
prepare their ground for wheut.Somc
are bopinninp to now. Row crops will
be good thin fall. Altogether this is
a prosporous year for the farmer.
At lat our school building is well
under way. It will be available for
school the first of October.
Rev. Cameron preached at Union
Church Sunday morning and evening.
,
The Holiness Church will begin an
envangehstte
campaign here next
Friday evening.
There we-- e three lads in "the same
boat" Sunday night. They went
thinking they would; and came back
wishing they had. Brace up boys.
Remember that faint heart ne'er won
tur attended the box supper Friday
fair lady.
Mr. Hartley is building
a most night.
Mr. Walter C. Johnson rihirniil
modern home on his farm near
Mr. Vaughn is to begin his home Monday morning from a week's
trip near the border.
new homo soon.
Miss Gennena Graham from
Mrs. Becklcy, a former resident of
this community was with us in Sun ford, Texas, visited Miss Helen John
day School Sunday. Mrs. Bcckley is son a few days last week.
Mr. Edd Rice is work in ir tnr Mr
one of the good workers in the Sunday Schools of Clovis, and we very Cox this week.
Mr. Robert Jomison and
much appreciate hor presence with us.
Mrs. Sorrows' father and brother Helen, attended church in Clnvi Sun.
are visiting her (his week. It is a
Mrs. Kenada was a Clovis vUitnr
pleasure' to see men like' this. The
Saturday.
old gentleman is an
Miss Helen Johnson visited
soldier. He holds no malice and talks
Interestingly of the war between the il Texico Thursday and Thursday
states.
IDLER.
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Here's the Secret
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FIGHT ARRANGED
FOR

Prices $29.00 to $135.00
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Monday, September 6
Henry Rhodes, 175 Pounds
"West Texas Demon"
vs.

.

Battling Jack Willard, 178 Pounds
of El Paso, Texas

Elks Auditorium, 8:00 p. m.
.

Good Preliminaries

Admission $1.00.

Ringside Seats $1.50

PROMOTED BY JOIE RAY

n

THE CLOVIS NEWS,
RAILROAD OFFICIAL FIGURES
trying to figure out what the increase
HOW RATE INCREASE
FARMERS SUSY TRYING
will mean to them.
WILL EFFECT PRICES - "It govs without saying," said Mr.
Gallaher, "that an increase of SO cents
IF
11 GET
Amarillo. "No railroad man will per ton in the freight rate on coal
selling
part
the
will
become
a
of
freight
deny that the
increase will be
Farmers in Curry, county are bepaid by the public," declared T. B. price. And an increase of 50 cents
in the freight rate on a num- coming interested in the problem of
per
ton
Gallaher, General Freight and Passber of raw materials entering into wheat smut and inquiries are coming
enger Agent "f the Panhandle, and the manufacture of finished articles in every day to the county agent's
Santa Fe Railway, in discussing the will have an effect on the cost of pro office for information and instrucHow- - ducing such materials, and also the tions about treating the seed wheat.
increase in rutes recently.
Long experiments by the U. S. De
er, in Mr. Gallaher's opinion, now is finished products. These figures are
partment of Agriculture have proved
Used for comparative purposes.
the opportune time for a reasonable
"But one can well challenge the that the formalduhyde treatment is
presentation of facts showing to what
statement
that the increased freight an absolutely sure method for elimin
tent the new rates will affect the
should result in an increased ating smut which causes from 6 to
rate
To that end
individual consumer.
selling price of a pair of shoes," con- 25 decrease in the yield.
certain illustrations prepared in his
tinued Mr. Gallaher. "The increased
"Heretofore the farmers of this
fice may be helpful to those who are
freight on shoes from St. Louis to county have thought very little of the
Clovis is about two and
smut problem," said County Agent
cents; on a yard of dress material the Peterson Tuesday, "but now they are
increase is so small it can scarcely be beginning to realise that smut can be
Dr W. M. Lancaster
traced; and' on many other articles entirely eliminated at a cost of from
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON
the increase is nominal. No one could two to three cents per acre. Actual
ClovU, Now Mexico
challenge the statement that the size experiments in this county have provOffiet Suite 8, Barry Building
of the total increase will be passed on ed that wheat treated for smut wilf
.
to the public. As to whether it will produce from two to ten bushels more
be properly distributed, that is, as per acre than that which has not been
among producers, middlemen, retail- treated."
THOMAS W. JONES
ers, and consumers, is a question
Veterinarian.
which every one should reckon with
200 West Otero Street.
and deal with as the facts in the case QUEER OLD WEDDING CUSTOM
Plione 45.
Clous. N. M.
may warrant."
"Running Up" In Vogue In
Mr. Galluher has mlwiecomputations Idea of
Mississippi a Comparatively
in accord with the decision of the In
Few Years Ago.
B. Westerfield
Dr
terstate Commerce Commission, show
Physician sod Surg coo.
ing the increases in cents on comA unique wedding custom was ones
Office over First National Bank
modities in general use in Clovis as practiced In America.
The "run-opOffice Fboue 11.
Itexldeuce 289
follows:
we'liHiif whs an Innovation in marPair of shoes from St. Louis, 2.0 riages, unknown In an)' part of the
world except In southern Mississippi,
cents.
Pair of shots from Boston 4.2 but no longer than 25 years ago It was,
the way In which most southern
cents.
DR. C. 0. WAKRINER
of means were married.
Men's suit of clothes from Chicago,
CHIROPRACTOR
Some time before the weddlug the
4.8
cents.
113 South Main St.
groom began to choose from among
Men's suit of clothes from New his best friends those who should ride
PHONE 101
York, 7 cents.
with lit ii. It was considered a great
Ladies' suit from
Chicago, 2.9 hnnor to be thus chosen. Horses were
carefully groomed and
cents.
for
Ladies' suit from New York, 4.2 the occasion, t lie long, luxuriant
DR. T. E. PRESLEY
worn In those days were waxed
cents.
Eye, Ear, Not and Throat,
and particular attention
twisted,
nix
1
Men's
Chicago,'
hats
from
cent.
of Roswcll, N. M., will be in Clo- was paid to every detail of the rider's
Men's hats frjm New York, 1.3
vis the 6th of each month.
upHiiriini'P. On the given date the
cent.
groom mill Ms riders met at some seOne pound puckuge of breakfast cluded spot a mile or two from the
food, five tenths of a cent.
bride's home, and at a signal from the
One pound package of breakfast griiinii dashed away at top speed, hats
dr. l. McClelland
food from Battle Creek, three tenths wtivini.' and voices shourini;. Aronnd
Phyiician and Surf ion
tin- liriilc's house a cordon of outriders
a cent.
of
Office over Dciihof Jew. Cc.
One pound sack of flour from Min w as placed to warn of the approach of
Residence, 914 X. Main St.
tin irrooin mill Ids party. As a cloud
nenpolis, 25.5 cents.
CLOVIS. N. M.
o' lnst announced their nearness the
One bushel of potatoes from Red
outriders went out to meet them,
River District, 19.8 cents.
wlilrllng alioiit and returning with
4
One box of apples from Oregon them. On the porch of the bride's
and Wanhinirton, 21 cents.
home her party strained their eyes to
One Round ofbeans from Michigan, catch the llrst glimpse of the riders.
five tenths of a cent.
The sounding of the herald's horn
DR. L. M . BIGGS
One pound of lurd from Chicago, set all hearts to fluttering, lu a whirl
Veterinary Surftoo
of dust the groom appeared, snatching
four tenths of a cent.
I'hono 331
up his hrldc and riding on nhcml a
Chic-lipOne
dozen
of
bars
poap
from
New
Mexico
Clovil,
short distance with her In front
1.8 cents.
ti in on tin- Middle, tlici wheeling hack
One pound of sugar from Cobrudo, and dlMiniuiitiiig for the ceremony,
for
of
tenths
a cent.
three
which ilic minister stood wailing.
One pound of cane sugar from New Then cuiiic the wedding breakfast.
Orleans, three tenths of a cent.
WALTER W. MAYES
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOne pound of tea from San FranMARVELOUS IS HUMAN BRAIN
cisco, fte tenths of a cent.
Practices In All Courts
One pound can of canned goods Many Millions of
Clovit, N. M.
Nrv Cells Makt Up
from Baltimore, five tenths of a cent.
tht Mind Which Controls the
One pound of canned goods from
Cody's Movements.
California, three tenths of a cent.
One pound of bacon or ham from
The highest product of evolution Is
R. GIBSON
DE.
Kansas City or St. Louis, four tenths undoubtedly the human brain. This Is
osteopath
the seat of the mind and, so far as It
of a cent.
Treata all diseases, both acute and
can be said to have a seat, of the
Office
chronic.
in New Tile
soul, also. Killing the great cavity of
buDdlng on corner north of Pin
the skull Is the cerebrum, thrown Into
Washing
For
lac
Lyceum
um
curtains
east
of
Button and
many folds or
"convolutions."
WASHING POWDER. Do This matter is gray on
theatre.
the outside and
not rob but simply dissolve a small white inward the center. It is In the
Office phone 383. Residence 300.
amount and wbiik tba curtains gray mutter, composed of millions upClovis, New Moilco.
on millions of nerve cells, connected
through the water. Not results.
one with aoctlier, that higher thought
reusonlng, association, memory, etc.,
go on. In the brain there are certain
sensory centers which record the
senses of sight, smell, taste, hearing
and touch.
There ore also certain
"areas" or parts of the hrnln which
move vurloiis parts of the body and
these are the
"motor arens."
The aniitoiny of the hrnln has be'n
carried 10 such n fine degree of knowledge that we are now enabled to put
our tinp-- upon n certain spot In the
brain and say, "This group (or groups)
of cells moves tho little toe on the
y
left foot," or whatever It may he.
movement In the body Is controlled
by these centers, either In the brain
or by the nervn which branch out
from the spinal cord. All nctlvltles
of th't Imdy. however, other than those
Initiated liy the hrnln, are unconscious,
llerewnrd rarrington. In Leslie's.
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We are pleased to announce that in spite of numerous delays we have all the school books on hand

'

that will be used in the Clovis City

J.

School

this yearr

We also have a complete line of school supplies,
tablets, pencils, etc., that you will need before you

.

"

will enrolL
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City Brag
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STORE NO. 2
Clovis, N. M.

Phone 55
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In Substantial Old Line
Companies

Hail Insurance
written by

THE OLD HARTFORD
Plenty of money to loan on farms

The Scheurich Agency

How 8h Proposes.
Women do proviso though they do
not say otttriKht,' "Jack, I love yout
Will you please he my husband?" They
soinetlii'cH do as did Alice .and her
friend Kred. They had been singing,
imd Alice nenrched thrmt.ih the music
till she found n song entitled, "I am
In hive with you." Handing it to Kred
she said "Ho you know
Fred
liiiiKed stunned, and tailoring the song
she held out to him, he wild, "No, I
didn't know It, hut I certainly am glnd.
to hear ymi say so." And shortly
Alice was wnirlng nn engagement
ring, tint sometimes It works the
other way. A young mini was taking
n girl home on n beautiful moonlight
evening. Looking Into his eyes she
snld, "Kr I'm not going to get married until you do." He asked why, and
she replied "Ileeause so long as you
arc kIiikIo there Is hope." Hut nM
he took her home and left her there

Itr

and never saw her again!

answer rail call the morning of September 17th, at ten o'clock.
Loyally yours for "God and Home
To White Ribboners of New Mexico
Humanity," Anna Wilds Strum-quis- t,
and
greeting!
President New Mexico Wo'
The recent session of the state ex- man's Christian Temperance Union.
ecutive board of the New Mexico
The End of Tiro Troubles
Woman's Christian Temperance Union
Clovis Filling Station.
numed the place and dates of the See us today
CALL TO CONVENTION.

state convention, September 17, 18,
19, at Belen, N. M.
The cell to convention is a call to
White Ribboners to assemble and con-wthemselves in service to the
greaAask of mothering the neglected

girlhood of the Sunshine State.
The convention will be notable for
important business; for Jubilation
over the benefactions that make it
possible to establish the Frances E.
Willard Training School for Girls;
and for conference with the incorpor
ators, faculty and national advisory
members of the schojl in planning the
year! work.
Delegations from ench local W. C.
T. U. are expected to bring the names
of needy girls in their communities
with recommendations for admission
to the training course of the
All unions and individual White
Ribboners and their friends are asked
to note the need of the institution for
articles of furniture that may be spar
ed from your homes and will be valuable contributions to the gift "shjw- er" of furnishings to be held during
convention.
A feature of the convention will be
an address by a national member of
'.'pd advisory board, Mrs.
Gertrude
Martin, director f tho department of
Social Morality of the national W. C.
T. U. Mrs. Martin will come from
Ithaca, Now York to attend tho convention.
Prominent statesmen and women of
Now Mexico will be on the program,
of convention sessions. One event
will be an all day picnic on the W. C.
T. U. farm of 20 acres where the new
building to house sixty students is in
course of construction.
Delegates will be lodged in the
buildinpT that ia to be temporary quarters for the Frances E. Willard
s
of Belen
srhel, and
Mi's. Radcliffo of
Vvhile Ribboners.
Belen ii chairman of the entertainment committee to whom delegates
will report. Visitors will be welcomed
to nil privileges of tho convention
save thnt of voting.
All are expected to be present to

Kodak Finishing I
Films dev. at 15c per roll.
Pecks dev. at 25c per pack.
Post card finished at 6c each.
No. 3 Brownie fin. at 6c each.
No.
Brownie fin. at 5c each.
No. 2 Brownie fin. at 4c each.
Vest Pocket fin. at 4c each.
2-- A
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Rag alar Mooting
ClOVIS COMMANDERY
Will be held at Masonic Hal
Second and Fourth Friday
nights of each month.
at 8i00 O'clock.
All Sir Knights residing in
this jurisdiction are invited.
R. J. Neal, Recorder.

PROMPT

.

DELIVERY

McBride Studio
nnt w r

OU.ka

I

Clt

Phone 67 for job work of all kinds.

Em
tVOe ans theme!! dearth

V V Ho Bairy
glionld Be Without Et
Washing Powder aits
the grease and removes all residue without
injury to the surface arid makes all vessels
clean and sweet
DIRECTIOrJS: Dissolve a quantity of
Rub-No-Mo- rc

;

in warm 'water, pour into
the can or separator, shake up well, ricsa
in clean water and see results.
7

Rub-No-Mo-

room-pruet-

Try

re

BUB-KO-KOSE- -rJ

'

At AO Grocers
THK

RUB-H4KE- B

COMPANY, IORT
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plots this week. If Kenneth can in- printing of the fair and
encampment
crease the yield of such splendid roast- program and premium list.
It is
ing ears as those were, he will one planned to make
this a club souvenir
day be one of Curry's progressive for 1920 and some erTort is
being ex4
farmers.
pended in putting it together.
The attendance was verv Hood at
Another Club Prii.
the Locust Grove meeting the 27th. j
By Mrs. Edna Hume Dursnd
The Clovis National Bank is preEvery repart was up to date and the
County Club Leader
meeting was devoted to planning on senting to the Beat Pig Club in the
4.4.44.4.4.4.4.
arrangement of exhibits and work for county a registered male. This is
RASTUS PHILOSOPHY
the demonstration teams.
Locust ,one of the prizes that will mean a
Do sunflowc-iain'- t
de uaisv. and de Grove will exhibit with the Texico great deal in club development
in
melon ain't de rose:
Curry County and the boys and girls,
clubs on the 25th of September.
Why is de all 10 crazy to be sumin
Misses Irene and Vivienne De when they learn of this, will be anxi
else dat crows
Lozier, members of the Pleasant Hill ously concerned regardin their Oct
Jess stick to de plare you're planted club, were shopping in Clovis Satur- ober show pigs.
and do de bes yau knows:
day.
The following individual
Be de sunflower or de daisy, de melon
Mr. Runnells, county aeent of
have been offered to Curry County
or de rose
Roosevelt, was an office caller Mon
day. Mr. Runnells has Just taken uo ciuo members:
Don't be what yo ain't, jei yo' be the work in that county, but promises Co. are giving leather halters for
what you is;
that the county will at least have the best three Holsteins showing at
the October encampment.
The Dsn.
If yo' am not what yo' are den yo Jersey club boyi at the district
hof Jewelry Shop it offering a set of
is not what "0' is.
scissora to the girl that takes second
U you're jess a little tadpole, don't
At the meeting the 24th tt Move.
place in first year sewing and a silyo' try to be de frog:
all were prerert except
William
If yo' are de tail, don't yo' try to Akers, Bertram Kemp and Travico ver thimble as third prize in the
same class. Mr. Whiting it giving an
way de dawg,
Strickl'r.. The reports werj very good
aluminum preserving kettle as one of
everyone
13
and
confident of finihin"
the prizes to the earners. The Jemi.
Pass de plate if yo' can't erort and K'ih ctdit this vcai. Move
gan Jewelry Shop is offering a Pyrex
preach ;
member enrol! .'d st'll on the job.
If you're just a little pebble, don't La Feme Exane of the Pr.scilla DBKing msn ror first prize to the see- yo try to be de beach
Sewing Club, is spending tlii week ond year cooking girls.
When a man in what he isn't, den he with her aunt, Mrs. M. Craig, of
CALL FOR DEMO
Texico.
isn t what he is,
CRATIC MEETING
An' as cure as I'm
The meeting at Bellview. Wednes
he's
a jrwine to pet his,
day, v. as very well attended, desnite
The Democratic Executive Comthe fact that many of the boys were mittee is hereby called to meet at the
Mrs. C. A. LaDuke. leader of the threshing. Some of
the sewine club Court house at 2:00 p. m. on ThursLocust Grove group is spending the girls brought
their garments and sev- - day, September 0th4 for the purpose
week at the home of her brother, Mr. ral have completed the
reauired of organizing and to fill the vacancy
Frank Neel.
amount of home work. The canninir in the office of Representative
and to
Kenneth Bell, of the Pleasant Hill club ii particularly interested
in Mr. transact any other business that
elub, brought in two dozen splendid Stallings' gift and
all the members comes before the committee.
reports from his corn demonstration are making an effort to secure the
All Committeemen and all Demo.
prize for their school. And then the cratic worker and all county
candi
cookers are just as enthusiastic about dates are requested to
attend this
Mr. Barry's ranve. Mrs. Rose, irirla' meeting.
leaker, and Prof, and Mrs. McKinley
A. W. HOCKENHULL.
were present. Miss Mozer, guest of
County Chairman.
the county leader, gave two readintrs
The News Classified ads get results
and two ukelele selections.
As there will be no local fair at
Pleasant Hill this year the club mem
bers will send their reports to the
WASHING POW- county leader on or before October
frvt and prepare their exhibits for DER cuts great instantly and maket
club encampment.
the dithea bright and clean.
The work is well under way for the

Boys' and Girls'
Club Corner

r

Ycrar Battery--

!

I

Roberta-Dearbor-

We have just installed a modern battery station

in connection with our filling station and we want to
take care of YOUR BATTERY.
Batteries sold, rented and recharged.
We sell the famous PHILADELPHIA DIAMOND GRID BATTERY, with the Philco Retainer
which is GUARANTEED FOR TWO YEARS, and
we

recharge and overhaul any make of battery.

We Call for and Deliver
Your Batteries

Kiser & Kemper
Transfer and
Service Car

E

PHONE 450

.Repair Shop
We have also opened up a first class motor repair
shop in connection with our battery station, and are

ready to overhaul and repair any kind of motor car.
Satisfactory service guaranteed.

Cord Tires for Trucks
When a truck tire goes Bad, DON'T WAIT for
one to come from the factory, we have them on

Nocturne
'

1

li

mi

TONE
brilliant
the sparkle of
Cy
an
song
the
y
as

C

gong

t

sweet as

as

old love

church bells' chimes and

gems and as
Sabbath

as clear as
as true as the

mm

instrument of quality

CLEAR .AS.

TV

Miller Cords, too. Come in and see them

33x5
38x7

ring of a

this is Sonora's tone which was awarded the highest
score at the Panama Pacific Exposition.

XaTHE

hand now,

36x6
40x8

S

BELL,

is made for those who want the best
for those to whom
quality is the leading attraction. When you purchase a Sonora
you have the pride of possessing an instrument of matchless
tonal beauty, graceful and elegant in appearance, with more
important and exclusive features than any other phonograph.

The trade mark Sonora means to you and to all your
friends that you are the owner of what the public recognizes and accepts as being

The Highest Class Talking

Gas, Oils
Accessories

Machine in the IVorld
Prices $6o to $2500

Denhof Jewelry Co.

1
I'm

NU.son

Sonora

tb twit, fti f

niaiijr

alt

iteel netdlt lateral cut rtcorda.

Tbertwatttn
incoattnienct of frctutat Mailt Uuoing md
timet, tto Jwijr
incrcue tns rccorar utt,

Electric Filling Station
C. H.

Scott & Son, Props.
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BEEF

IMPORTS

GROW

Figures Are Given Out by Bureau
of Animal Industry.

.SsW

Cannsd and Cured Meats Show Big
Falling Off for the Period
Covered.

DUE

TO

BODILY

DISORDERS

r

.r:. l

::

Scientist Thus Explains the Striking
Differences Between Various
Races of Mankind.
Assuming Hint the various existing
race of mankind are descended from
a common stock, bow are to he
such striking differences as
these that distinguish, for exumple, the
t'l;lnaiiian from the
and
the
from the negro? I'rof.
Arthur Keith recently discussed this
question In an address before the anthropological
section of the British association.
He believes that the key to this problem Is to be found through studying
the disturbances and disorders that occasionally affect the development and
growth of the human body ; especially
those due to a functional derangement
of one or more of the glands of Internal secretion the pituitary, thyroid,
pineal, adrennl and other glands. In
some manner not yet understood, the
functions, carried on In their glands
regulate not only the dimensions of
the body, but also the shape and six
of each individual part.
"The racial features of the Mongolian typq are Imitated by growing Europeans who are affected by deficiency
disorders of the thyroid gland. The
features of the negro enn best be accounted for by the nature of the
mechanism centered
In the thyroid and suprarenal glands.
European features are connected with
a dominance In the functions or the
pituitary.
Scientists hope that a thorough
study of the still obscure subject of
the
"ductless" glands will provide the means of regulating to some
extent, the future evolution of the human race.

:

.

,"
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Anglo-Saxo-
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There was very little dlffinww In
the quantity of fresh and refrigerated
beef Imported Into the United States
In 1019 and lli'.'d.
The figure are
taken from Uie meat Inspectors' report h, bureau of animal Industry, United States department of agriculture.
In 10 months ended tin April, 1019,
27.67.1,105 pounds of fresh and refrtge-rate- d
beef went Imported.
In the
period ending at the corresponding
time In 1U20 the quantity of fresh
and refrigerated beef, arriving In the
United Stales from foreign countries
was 27,9(18.880 pounds, an Increase of
about a quarter of a million pounds!
Fresh and refrigerated meata of
other kinds Jumped to twice the quantity In the 10 months ending April,
1020, as for the same period In 1919.
The futures show 7.0:13.377 pounds for
1019 and 14,070,003 pounds for 1020.
But the canned and cured meats Imported during the same periods show
a remarkable drop from
pounds In 1010 to les than 2,000,0(10
pounds In 1020. This Item accounts
for the marked decrease In (lie total
meat prnducta Imported.
The totul
weight Imported In the 1019 period
was lOK.W.UIll
Munds, but 1920
brought only !0.240,uV pounds.

V '

Thousands of motorist in all parts
of the country have found a
answer to the question, WHY
PUT UP WITH BLOWOUTS AND
PUNCTURES?
Furthermore they are saving 50
on their tire expense, and are actually getting from
satis-facto-

3,000 TO 5,000
EXTRA MILES

12(1.(12-1.34-

from every tire. Think of the saving.
Think of the satisfaction.
I

NO BLOWOUTS OR PUNCTURES

If you want to cut your tire ex
pense in half if you want to double
your tire milcuge and, above all, if
you want to put and end to tire tro'j
bit, equip all of your tires with

PRINCESS

PURACHATRA

Anglo-Saxo-

n

You'll Like the New Goats

growth-regulatin-

Ever since the now Fall Coats have been in, we've had the feeling that
styles this fall are just about the prettiest they've ever been. Perhaps it is
the rich eolors-- or something about the fine lines of these coats.
But, anyway, we're sure you will agree with us that we have a really
wonderful showing for you here in

Classic Goats for Fall

BEETLES AS HAIR RESTORERS

STEPHENS
INNER TYRES

H

Of the thousands of people who use
few know that the
power of thesp preparations
is,
In most cases, obtained from
beetles.
The particular beetles In question
are called hlister-bcclleand belong
to the group known as Cniitlmrldes.
These Insects, which are abundant In
France, Spain. Sicily and Itussla. are
col'ecled in great n.'iiiiliers and killed
by being plunged Into siroiig vinegar.
They are then dried l ground to a
tine powder. This powder Is soaked In

chloroform and the mixture distilled.
The result Is rnutlmrlilln.
This caiitl arldiii makes the hair
grow by causing tiny, invisible blisters
to form underneath the skin. These
blisters contain
the
finest tonic In the world for worn-ou- t
hair cells. The blisters do not causa
any pain. All that Is felt Is si pleasant
tingling sciiMillnii.
An excellent portrait of tier royal
The beetles themselves use this
highness I'rliice
I'linicltalrii. wife blistering Juice as n protection upiinst
of II. II. II., tln Prime Tnnohatra. birds ami animals which would otherhalf brother to his majesty, the king wise make a men! of lliein.
He is commissioner
of
of Slam.
Siamese railways.
Don't Neglect Your Play.
There are men In the world who
COTTON CONSUMPTION GROWS feel that the whole works wmld stop
if they look time eiiunh to play a
Amount Used During June Shows Big Utile. That's all bosh. The man who
Increase Over Year Ago Says
can play weil Is usually the fellow
Census Bureau.
who can put the work across. Some
have the play spirit so well In hand
Washington. Cotton consumed dur- that they make sport of their work.
ing June amounted to 5M.521 bales of It Is real pleasure to them. Tliey get
lint aud 33,000 of Unters, the census both recreation and profit 'from their
bureau announced.
efforts. It's uo wonder they stay
Iurlng June a year ago 474,330 young lu their work.
bales of Hut and 18,083 of (Inters were
And don't forget that If you would
,
consumed.
succeed you must carry your load.
In
consum30
on
June
bund
Cotton
It's a mistake to get out from under
ing establishments win t,T&4,M3 bales resiMinslhiltty.
It's meeting responof Hut mid 270,171 of Unters, comsibility that makes progress possible.
pared with l,.i03.049 bales of lint ti lid Shirkers nre not In demand.
They
2ti.1,8(M of Unters a year ago, nnd In
may put things over occasionally, but
)
public storages nnd compresses
they do it at Hie expense of personal
bales of lint ami 371,018 of Unters
discount. Vou can't afford to do It
2,7H.V771
and
of
lint
compared with
Carry your load like it man. Grit.
207.781 of timers a year ago.
June Imports were V.VK15 hales, comAn Acre.
,
pared with 17,2(10, In June, 1010, nnd
The word acre is derived from the
exports were 241,4,'ii) bale, Including
S.80O bales of llnlers, compared with old
word aecer. and Is
(MKI.lftO of lint and 3,710 of Unters In
Identical with the Uitm word nger,
meaning n cultivated field. The
June last year.
Cotton spindles active during June
acre consists of 4.840 square
compared with yards, or 4:t,fi(K squaro, feet. If your
numbered
XI.0.'O.3riS In June a year ago.
Held Is a recuir.k-lthat la, having
four sides and each angle a right
angle or "square corner," Its area Is
obtained by multiplying the length by
Speech Lost in War
the breadth. If your measurements
Bowling
by
Recovered
are In rods, the result will be square
rods; If In yards, square yards; and
Out
If In feet, square feet. A field 132'
Dumb for three years as the refeet by l(kp feet of rectangular shape
sult of being shell shocked In
contains 21,780 square feet.
It Is
the war, Trooper V. Hart sudtherefore, half an acre.
But a recspeech
here
denly recovered his
tangular field might be different
bowling
lo the excltemenf of
length nnd width, and yet contain an
game. He was playing with the
acre. For example, If It Is .130 feet
Hospital
Military
Dnvlsvllle
long and 60 feet wide It will contain
team.
21,780 square feet, or half an acre.

M WiMl

30 DAY FREE
'
TRIAL
You don't have to risk a cent to
INNER
find out what STEPHENS
TYRES will do. Buy one or a set
of them. Use them 30 f"iya. If they

re not exactly as represented, return
them, and your money will be cheerfully refunded.

EASY TO INSERT
INNER TYRES aro extremely easy
to insert. No cement or vulcanizing
ncceaanry. Patented SUCTION CUPS
prevent any possibility of slipping or
creating heat. INNER TYKES arc
transferable from casing to another.

Ml-- ,

A STEPHENS
INNER TYRE is
not I ruliner, retread or tiller. It
does not interfere in any way with
the Kfr pressure and reailency of tire.
Built ondleaa of several plies of high
quality fubric, with a cushion of Boft
rubber on the treud. No overlap.
Positively adda 50 to riding quality
of car. Guaranteed to do everything
claimed. A scientific reinforcement
for all tires old or new.

Only 4 Cost of
New Tire
1--

Anglo-Saxo-
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Bat's Great Value.
The value of the bat 'us an Insect
destroyer has beeu recognized In the
United States by the erection of muDISTRIBUTORS
nicipal hat roosts In San Antonio,
brought
entertainer,
Chautauqua
a
of
Texas, and structures similar lu bird
Dallas, Fort Worth and Denison
to
Hnrbonrvllle
from
children
her four
houses have been Bet up to encourage
and the following branches:
Having nothing elso
attend school.
Stanford, Ranger, Dustin, Brown-woo- to do, she decided to take a courne hats to live In the vicinity of the
city, where they serve as an ImportBrady, San Angolo, Alpine, In school herself.
ant check to the mosquitoes. In JaGainoavillo,
Marshall,
Grocnvlllo,
maica thore Is no need for such muAmar-lllo- ,
Memphis,
Halted
Is
Chlllicothe, Bowie,
Needle
nicipal roost, as there are numbers
on
a
lying
Oreensburg. Ind. Wbllo
Lubbock, Texas; Clovis, New
of old buildings, whose dark recesses
davenport at her home Mrs. Noel furnish bats with suitable homes. In
Mexico; Ada. Oklahoma.
Anderson felt a needle enter her shoulsome very old churches great coloder. A phyalclnn was cnllel nnd It nies of these
lints have
was discovered thai the net die wus taken up quarters, and It Is not an
Bhs
lututs.
the
fast traveling toward
uncommon sight to see them Issuing
GENERAL SALES AGENTS
hospital, whert M fort shortly before dusk In streams
was rushed to
'
Dallas, Texas
operation was performed.
of hundreds.
Much as Kids.
May Soon Know-a- t
Lexington, Ky. A mother, two sons
nnd two daughters are students at the
same school. Mrs. B. P. dray, wife

d,

4

Perryman Sales Ca.
.

We want to have a chance to show you
these new coats. You'll enjoy it just to
slip into them. They're soft and warm and
they feel so comfortable! And linings are
so delicute that as someone said, "They're
so pretty it's a shame to wear them inside!"

Perhaps you have not yet decided
whether you want to get your coat just
Very well you'll not be urged to
now.
buy here, you know. But we do ask you
3 come for a look at Classic coats while the
line is so complete.

One thing that will interest you about
these coats is that they are all tailored by
men. That means thut each one 3f them
will keep ita good looks and shape until the
lust day you wear it.

They are so
and prices
are so moderate, we know they will interest you. And we want you to see the showing- while it it at its best!

liisect-entln-

good-lookin- g

Gi isajnore & Osborne
111

NORTH MAIN ST.

sr

blond-seru-

2,,'I04,-03!-

How They Are Built

Waples Platter
Grocery Co.

"Stylishly Distinctive"

8pecles of Insect That Hat Peculiar
Properties Found In Many
Parts of Europe.

CAMERON NEWS

a new
Sum Williums purchased
Traffic truck last week.
Ben Mason and Albert Green and
their families who have been visiting
a short time with C. L. Miller, returned Tuesduy to their homes at Ponca
City, Okla.
Dallas, Cleveland and Robert Johny
ston visited the Grady cemetery
and erected a stone at the grave
of their grandmother Johnston.
L. M. Boney made a trip to Dallas,
Texas, last week.
Mrs. Lydia Baird of Habart, Okla.,
is visiting her sister, Ella Isler.
Messrs. J. A. and Carl Conway are
attending; the teachers institute at
Clovis this week.
Having visited her futher, C. L.
Miller a few days, Mrs. Katie Fooks
returned to her home at Texico Thursday.
Mrs. M. A. Johnston has a new
rooiii built on the house across the
road in front of the one she lives in.
Her son, Robert and family who recently came from Oklahoma are living in it.
lkv. A. W. Cameron filled his appointment at Hollene Sunday. He
will begin an evangelistic campaign
at Pleasant Hill next Sunday.
sister and
Mrs. Irene Johnston's
family from Addington, Okla., are
spending a few weeks visiting here.
Virjril Dunn and Virgil Tillman
each bought a new Ford car last week.
CL. Miller has just completed
building and painting a new house.
Grady McPeek and sister Jessie of
Gilmpr, Texas, are visiting at the
homes of L C. Tillman and Mrs.
Dunn.
Mrs. Minnie Anderson of Blair,
Okla., who has been spending a few
weeks with grandma Lockname returned home Saturday.
E. W. Leach and J. C. Woods are
each building a new granary.
After visiting relatives here a week
J. A. Nichols and family returned last
week to their home at Wellington,
Texas.
Several in this neighborhood have
ortlered a new vertlcle feed sewing
machine. Mrs. M7 A. Johnston received hers last week.
Miss Delia Bolding is attending the
tenchers institute at Clovis this week.
She is to begin the Boncy school Tuesday, September 7th.
A. A. Dethrage and family returns!

the last of the week trim a trip to
Oklahoma.
L. M. Boncy has bought the Harrison store at Grady.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Leach and Ruy
left Monday to start on a trip for
Mrs. Leach's health. Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Lobban went to
Clovis Monday,
Rome Isler sold his new Ford car
to Phil Mote.

hot air furnace, installed in the basement.
The Rector appeals for the support
and sympathy of the community in
this arduous undurtuking and is going;
ahead confident of success.
Space has been provided for a pipe
organ and the hope that it will quickly come is not extravagant when w
think of the spirit and generosity of
the citizens of Clovis nnd Curry
county.

EPISCOPAL CHURCH.

Fri-du-

Ground was broken on Monday by
Mr. J. W. Mordecai, contractor, for
the new St. James Episcopal Church,
and it is hoped that there will be a
continual flow of funds so that the
work may not be retarded.
The plan calls for mission style,
built of tile, and will scat about 270,
with choir room and vestry. The interior finish will be of southern pine
and the whole effect will be light nnd
rich. It is expected that many memorials will be given in due time, such
as stained glass windows, pulpit, book
rests, bishop's chair, etc. ' Theso will
have to be of appropriate design.
The furnishings of the choir and
vestry rooms could also be memorials.
The church will be heated with a

'GAS" CONSUMPTION FAR ,,.
GREATER THAN PRODUCTION
-

Although production

of

gasolin

for the first six months of this yar
war. thirteen per cent greater than,
for the same- period of 1919, the increase in consumption was 32 percent, it has been reported by the
bureau of mines. Gasoline stocks at.
the end of June were 89,841,000 gallons or IS percent less than thai
amount on hand June 30, 1919.
Gas and fuel oils showed an increase in both production nnd stocks
compared with the first hulf of 1919.
Eventually
Blackmore-Zerwe-

r

Why Not Now?
Co.

Abstracts

For Sale or Trade

-

Practically brand new Edison Phonograph, mahogany finish, with 15
records and lateral cut record attachment. Machine is in first-clas- s
condition, and including equipment

worth $300.00. Would
trade in on good residence lot, or
sell at a bargain for cash. Address

is easily

P. O. Box 1008

V"tt.

tvfWLS

-
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Why Not Paint
Your Home Now?

The first Monday in the month of
September of each year has been des
ignated by our laws as "Labor Day."
Long beforo such recognition
had
"We are receiving now shipments of fall hats
been given by law to labor, it had al
pleasing styles to offer, ready found an honored and
every week, and have
Did you know
fall is the very best time to do your painted place in the hearts' and minds of
3Touin
ing?. We have very little dust in the fall, particularly when there
the great masses of the people of our
country. The benefactors
of our
has been plenty of rain as there has been recently. Paint wilL
race should always find respectful
lengthen the life of your building, besides add to appearance.
consideration at the hands of our
Talk to us about it.
people, and certainly nothing has con
tributed nearly so much to uolift
and dignify mankind as labor; labor
sustains the world, and makes man
worthy of himself, and of hit Maker.
It is, then, fitting and proper that we
should devote one day in the year to
pay our respectful homage of esteem,
of admiration and eratltuda to tha
And other designs which you will surely like.
laborers among us, and to labor itself .
As labor has raised ut as a nation to
an enviable position among the peoples of the earth, it is a happy coinci-denc- e
that the day fixed by our laws
of
for the purpose of rendering homage
Come in and see our stock.
to labor falls upon the anniversary
It's false economy to put off painting and
of the birth of a man who contributed
give destructive weather a chance to start
largely in securing our national
decay. Good paint saves home owners
and who. h m,inn nf
many
dollars.
that noble contribution, has Aemally
endeared himself in the heart of evCook's House Paint is the perfected result
ery true American.
I refer to the
of 25 years experience in the manufacture
MILLINER
immortal Lafayette, who, as we
of paints. It contains more pounds of pure
know, fought aide by side with the
white lead carbonate whicn gives "body"
great Washington, for American inthan any other paint marketed today.
dependence, until Cornwallis sur
That's why we carry Cook's House Paint,
One good second-hanEdiion phonograph,
FOR SALE
high rendered the sword o despotism Into
and the complete line of Cook's Products, and
practically brand nw, mahogany grade piano, also new piano for sale. the hands of the soldiers of liberty.
recommend them for your use. Cook's Products
finish cabinet, about IS record) alto Special bargain. D. N. Croft, Phone Still another incident of great sig
are the best for every purpose. For stucco
houses we have Cook's Creconto, made specially
lateral cut record attachment. This 262.
nificance to the land of L ifayette and
for that surface, and for roofs, Cook's Shiogla
auchino it in l condition and is a
to the civilized world at large was the
Stains, "best for wear and weather."
bargain for soma on) worth $300.00,
crushing defeat of the German arms
Bring your paint and varnish problems
but if .old at one will taka $200.00
upon the banks of the Marne on the
NOTICE TO ALL
to us. We will show you how to solve them with
caaa.. Sea it at 308 N. Mitchell
6th
day
of
September,
1914.
These
PRATORIANS
Cook Product made specially fur your need.
cwc.
Street.
circumstances and momentous events
You will please pay your duel
all occurring on that day, 'concur in
On Saturday, Sept. Tth, I will sell
in the future to H. E. Carlisle,
making the coming of Labor Day in
at auction at the Bank of Talban,
Recorder, at Clovis National
the United Stutes one to be most
Taiban, N. M., the printing plant and
.
Bank.
kept and long to be
subscription list of the Taiban Valley
H. E. Carlisle, Recorder
Mews.
Sale to be held at 2 .00 p. m.
In obedience, thereto, to the man- Erie E. Forbes. Auctioneer.
dute of our law, I consider it a great
privilege to designate, and I do here
by designate the first Monday in the
nv nth of September next, being the
QNG-RELL
0th day of said month, as "Labor'
Day" and do hereby further direct!
that all public state offices through-- !
o,ut the, state be closed on that day;
Costs No More To Built
Right."
that our flag be raised on all public
state
buildings, including
school
Telephone No. 15
W. B. CRAMER, Mgr.
houses, all over the state. I respect-- )
fully invite the ministers of the Gospel in all the churches in New Mexico
tD hold special services on that day,!
as a fitting and deserved honor and
tribute to labor, and in rememPOINT ENTERPPISE
brance, as
of the great citizen
IH EIRE'S A LOT TO
of France, who so nobly and disinSale on Used Cars this week and next.
LEARN ABOUT TIRES
terestedly assisted so materially in securing our national independence;
Come to aur Sunday School, 10'
and further, that on that day thank o'clock a. m. Bring seme one with
ful acknowledgments be given to Al- you!
mighty God for the successful efforts
.Some car owners spend the biggest part of their
Mrs. L. S. Maxwell and Mrs. Simmi
of the French armies in effectually of Grady spent Saturday night and
automobile lives getting acquainted with tires. GetHagerman and Pile Sts., Clovis, N. M.
stopping the onward march of the Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Otis
ting acquainted with us will save you a lot of expenGermans upon the soil of the country
sive experiments. Tou can take our word about tires
to which we justly owe a debt of
Mr. and Mrs. Leu Hyman and !iss
and the tires themselves will prove it. When you are gratitude. I invite the people of our Jewell
1 Dodge, 1919 a good one
Carnahan, left Monday of this
$750.00
state
devote
to
day
to
that
and
rest,
tired of experimenting with tires call and see us.
1 Buiek, 4 cyl.
for Tulia.
$450.00
to the holding of such public exercises week
"
1 Ford Touring, 1917 just overhauled
Early Sunday morning, August
as shrould properly be held as a tri
$275.00
29th, the death angel again visited
bute of love and respect to labor.
the home of Mr. T. G. Welch and
Done
the
Executive
at
Office
in
the
FISK, HOWE AND CARSPRING TIBES, THE
City of Santa Fe, State of New Mexi- called away the aged father of Mr.
co, this 27th day of August, A. D. Welch. The remains were laid to rest
BEST ON THE MARKET
by the side of his wife, in the Clovis
1920.
Witness my hand and the treat cemetery, who preceded him only a
few days.
seal of the State of New Mexico.
Mr. Jim Harper of Foard City,
A. A. LAAROZOLA, Governor
Texas, visited Saturday until Monday
Attest:
Manuel Martinez,
Secretaiy of State in the Wilson home.
113 W. Otero Ave.
Phone 56
Mr. and Mr. Lacy and children of
Wichita Falls, TexaR, are visiting Mrs.
Lary'a parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. L.
Johnson.
Fall Goods ' Miss Jiilia 1'crkinn and Mrs. Bowman, both of Clovis will be our school
Big Stock of Hati, Suiti and Dreiia teachers this year.
Mr. and Mrs. Frnnk Cook and
WHAT WE SAY
Now on Duplajr
Will Appear ia
ABOUT
Claud Thomas of Blacktowcr were
KELLYS IS NOT SO 1MPOR.
FaihioosShow.
visitors in the Wilson home Sunday
TANT AS WHAT KELLY
M
u
USERS SAY.
Mrs. W. G. Broome returned this afternoon.
A few from here attended services
A MILLION DOLLARS A
YEAR SPENT IN ADVERTISbterestiiig Experience of a Texas Lady Who Declare That if More week from market points in the east at the Seventh Day Adventist Camp
with a splendid stock of fall goods, meeting Saturday afternoon,
ING WOULD NOT BRING US
Women Knew About Cardoi They Would Be Spared
and has on display a complete line of
HALF THE GOOD
WILL
THAT THE PERFORMANCE
Much Sickseis and Worry.
fall hats, coat suits and dresses at her
Regular Communication.
OF
THE
TIRES
millinery on South Main street.
A, M.
A. F,
DOES.
I
M.
Mrs.
Texas.
.
Ptden,
Nsvasota,
W.
couldn't rest well at night and was . .
In addition to this, Mrs. Broome
Nail Toatday Niiht
of this place, relates the following interest Just lifeless.
also has a complete stock of feathers,
P. A. La Shier, Secretary
lag account of how the recovered her
"t heard of Cardui and after reading I brocaded velvets, etc., in all the latest
'
strength, having realized that the was decided I had tome female trouble that colors, and can make up any style of
was pulling me down. I tent for Cardui hat that one would desire. In the
actually losing her health:
lot
"Health it the greatest thing In the and began it , .
there are some especially pleasinir de
In a very short while after ! began the signs In
world, and when you feel that gradually
MASTER MIND
the way ot goods for tarns.
lipping away 'from you, you certainly sit Cardui Home Treatment I saw an imMrs. Broome handles the Victor PRACTITIONER
lip and take notice. That is what I did provement and it wasn't long until I was Ladies Tailoring Company line of taildo the master mind work
tome time ago when 1 found myself in a an right good appetite, splendid rest, ored goods, and is onpccibily anxious
so
stronger
much
easily
my
I
and
did
that
Ileal, Read, Teach Concondition of
very nervous,
for her friends to cm0 in and sco
health. I was 90 tired and felt so lifeless house work.
this complete stock before it has been structive Thought, Handle
"Later I took a bottle 0! Cardui as a picked over.
I could hardly go at all
all Inharmonious Conditions
lean recommend Cartful and gladThese goods will be on display at of the Home and Business.
"I was just no account for work. I tonic
ly do so, for if more women knew, ll
would get a bucket of water and would
the Autumn Fanhijn Show at the
would save a great deal of worry and
SATISFACTION
fed to weak I would have to set It down
opening of the New Lyceum Theatre
sickness."
felt
I
I
GUARANTEED
to
like
lift
shelf.
could
the
It
before
this month. Adv.
He
The enthusiastic
of thousands oi
n Ibis condition, of course, to do even other women whopraise
Consultation Free
Auto Service
have found Cardui
Parity Blnck-le- g
AgRnwin (Kanfey housework was jk task almost im- helpful should convince you
that it is sas Germ-fre- e
2
State
over
Room
Farmers
Blackleg
accomplish.
to
Vaccino.)
possible
T. L. HELM, Mgr.
worth trying. Ail druggists sell It
North
St.
Bank
20c a dose. See Dr. Biggs, Phono
"J was . . . nervous and easily upset
J. 71
.

sme

that

Sport Felts

Velvets
Beavers

Tarns for School

ti
Prices $2.00 to $15.00

Miss Lucy Turner

m

There's a House That Will Stand
Weather!
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Mrs. Broome Buys

i

Splendid
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GRADUALLY
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NEW STATE AUTO CO.
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TREASURES

Wafer Smith's

a

Marvelous

Collation Preserved for
Centuriea in tho Tamplo of
DaigoJI in Japan.

nilem
As I am quitting farm and moving to town
have a public sale on

I

Buddhist word meaning an unctuous
rich liquor. The posthumous title of
the emperor must have originated
from his devotion to the temple and
Its founder, as well as from his burial
In the temple grounds.
Rure specimen of Buddhist art and
literature, carefully preserved as the
temple treasures of DiilgoJI, and exhibited recently at Toklo, through the
efforts of Dr. Katsuml Koroltn of
the editorial staff of historiographies!
nniterluls in Toklo Imperinl university,
bring tlie story of the temple down
to
0 years ago. Among the peculiar pnlntlng In the temple tire the
"flower viewing screens." pictures of
horse training and a collection of fun
paintings said to he rare treasures.
In the literary collection there la
an lllustruted copy of the third mil
of "Scripture of Cause and Effect of
the Past and the Present." It was
made nearly 1,200 years ago. but the
colors In the picture are ns fresh a
the present day pigments. This scroll
Is considered the oldest thing extant
In Japan of colored art on paper.

will

Thursday, Sept. 9th
miles north of Clovis, y2 mile west of Claud. The
following property to be sold:
13

SALE BEGINS AT U A. M.
HORSES
work horses.

1

pony mare.

1

bay horse,

1

bay mare, 5 years old, with filly colt.

1

sorrel mare, 9 years old.

9

years old, weight

-

1050.

:

CATTLE
1

good milk cow, 6 years old.

2

yearling heifers.

1

Short TJorn Cow.

Uersey

,1

'

Cow, 1st calf, 2 year.
'
'

"

"'.'

''

i

V '

Registered Durocy Jersey Male, weight 150 lbs.

6 Duroc Shoats.

IMPLEMENTS
1

1-

- row

Go-Dev-

il.

harrow.
1 John Deere lister.
1 Bois d'Arc Wagon.
1 low down frame.
1 set chain harness.
Collars, Bridles, Lines.
1 new row binder.
580 rods good barb wire.
200 good big posts.
1 2- - row lister.
1 new Sharpies Cream Seperator No. 6.
1 knife sled.
1

Walter Smith, Owner
'

DENNIS & SON, Clerks

New Llf For Tiara
Clovis Filling; Station Vulcanizing.

Sm Us Today
Gas,Oils,Tires Clovis Filling Station
Milk Bottles and Caps.
Phone 07 f ar job work of all kinds.
I

T

A GOOD
MEAL!
We have jutt opened up for bati
nest and are now ready to terra you
A GOOD MEAL at any time.
Come in to tea tit, you will be
pleated with our prompt terrice, our
courteous treatment, and our GOOD
FOOD.

The Liberty Cafe
AT ANTLERS

HOTEL

IT
Governor Cox Will pcak In Albu
23rd and
querque Qjn September
many Democrats from the east aide
will go over to hear him. Chas. E.
Dennis and others have been endeavoring to get enough people to go to
insure a special train. This may be
impossible but at any rate it is the
hone to have Rome special cars for
those who go over from Curry and the
counties south.

Do you know which la the oldest
work of fiction t
It Is the "Tale of Two Brothers,"
written over three thousand years ago
by the librarian to King Merenptoji,
the supposed Pharaoh of the Exodus.
The story was written for the
amusement of the king's son, who afterward reigned as Setl the Second.
He has signed his Dame In two places
on the manuscript, and these are probably tho only surviving autographs of
a king of Egypt
The "Tale of Two Brothers" is written oo nineteen sheets of papyrus In
bold hieratic band. It was purchased
In 1857 by the British museum from a
Mine. d'Orblney.

It

that some
substitute lungs for logic and
for inspiration.

I treat all diseases and disorders of
women and
attend confinement
cases. Dr. H. R. Gibson.
fc

Builders Notice!
Construction and Carpenter
will accept work any--I
where in this western country
lave twenty years experience.
Wcs foreman seven years on U.
Quali-- j
X S. Government work.
fioi to handle anything in Con- -

e foreman

i

siruction

!

is quito possible

n

line.

Furnish bent of references.

t

P.F.White
Roidork Hotel.

W. I. Luikart & Co.

OF SALE: All sums of ten dollars or over
of six months will be given with approved
bearing ten per cent interest. 5 per cent
for cash.

Auctioneer

Story.

If some people would cling; to a
Unpleasant Dream.
London clii'iuist, dreiimliiK thai cross just, like they cling to their opin
he had hh allowed poison hy mistake. ions they would never lose their grip
rose from tlie cliulr In which he linn on the Lord.
fallen asleep (tint, so vivid had uii
drcuin lieen, lie went to the shop nod
Rut this, in tin
took un antidote.
to put
absence of real poison,
'son him, anil before he realized the
mistake tlie error wus beyond repair.
In another case a man, nfter a heat
ed argument with a visiting friend
dreamed that his guest wns In hi
He actually
mom molest lug him.
"felt" rough lintuls on his body.
Jumped nut of bed, and run to his
friend' room. There he attacked hi
Innocent "assailant" so violently that
the latter was confined to bed for sev
erul weeks.

FREE LUNCH AT NOON,

V. TATE,

LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE
Office in Rear of Smith & Hyatt's Store.

A

NEIGHBORS WILL PUT IN QUITE A BIT OF
STUFF TO BE ADDED TO THIS SALE.

TERMS
a credit
t
security,
h discount

D. f. s:HIMM

pith a Juice slightly richer and
thicker than cow's milk. The tree l
about forty feet high and eighteen
when
full
Inches In circumference
grown, ami the natives use Us Juice
as we use milk, It being perfectly
harmless and mixing well with water.
Tlie Cingalese have .a tree th".v
call It klrliighutna which yields
fluid In all respects like milk; while
In tlie forests of l'ara grows a tree
called the masseiiodetidrnn, which
gives a nillkllko Juice. It can he !:cpt
fur an Indefinite time unit shnvs i
tendency to become sour.
On the other hand, certain trees In
the valleys of Arngun and In Cniikgiin
yield a similar fluid, which, when exposed to the nlr, begins to form Intr
a kind of cheese, which very soon
becomes sour.
In the Canary Islands there Is n
tree culled tabaya Juice, of which the
milk, thickened Into a Jelly, is con
sldered a delicacy.

?
HOGS

8

We have unloaded this week a car load of CASE PLOWS and
TRACTORS and are in position to make immediate delivery of
these goods.
The old reliable Case will help you to put in that big wheat
acreage this fall. Time means much when conditions are like
they are at present.' Do not overlook the opportunity to let the
Case help you. We are always glad to point out the benefits to be
derived from a Case Tractor.

In British Guiana and
the West
Indies, particularly on the hunks of
the Itiver Demerara, there grows a
tree known to the natives us the lira-hywhich yield from Ita bark and

,

5Calve8.
1

aid Tractors

Tropica Provide Pretty Fair Substitute for the Animal Product In
Uts in Northern Climes.

'

year old cows.
3 four year old Cows.
2 two year old Heifers.
1 one year old Heifer.

0f Case Hows

TREES GIVE MILKLIKE JUICE

.

2 five

lo)

DnlgoJI, tln bend temple of the Onn
school of tlie Shlngmi wot of Rud-dlil.In Japan, situated not fur from
Kyoto. In Die UJI district, BiiKent liy
He inline Is
relation to Kiupernr
Dalgo. who relgued from 8IS lo KJO.
tts name originated from tae fart that
Its founder, Abbot Slroho, cane to this
Tillage and exclaimed aftor he drank
from an old farmer's sprint:
"The
water waa as good a dalgo!" It ta a

V

2

3n

OF BUDDHIST ART

Bachelor to the Rescue.
In a street car the other dny I sat
filicctly Ik bind a woman who was try
veil
Ing desperately to untie a fa-I was fiisclnnted by her persU'eut hut
fruitless attempts to untie the veil
wltn one hand while with the other
sl.e clutched her noe glasses, which
were helplessly entangled in It. I was
Just wondering why some woman pss
senger did not offer assistance, when
she turned to me and said: "Pardon
me, hut would you be kind enough to
see If you enn unfasten this veil.
After frr.ntlc efforts, amid the sup
pressed merriment of the (tu::sengcrs
I came out victor. Rut I was a much
embarrassed bachelor. Exchange,

New Styles Just In!
KIRSCHBAUM SUITS FOR YOUNG MEN

HO

$45,' $50 and up to $75

Ostrich Plums.
Out rich plumes are not ochiully
plucked, by the way. They are cut-pr- uned

with no duniui!Cor pain to the
bird. When the euthrs are "ripe
the ostriches are driven Into a
enclosure. Their beads arc
covered 'with a hood like a stocking
which renders them tractable.
The
wiiigx are spread by the man doing
the "plucking" and tho feathers are
clipped oil fairly close to tlie Heidi.
This does not hurt the bird In the
least and within sixty days the dead
quill ends drop nut of their own acThe tail feathers are also
cord.
clipped.
Kept Pish Alive.
During the recent storm several automobiles got Into sucb deep water at
Twenty-seconand
Pennsylvania
streets that they had to atop until the
flood abated. One member of a fishing party climbed out on the running
board of hie car and carefully tied a
net of live fish to a spoke and calmly
dropped It Into the water. Indian-apol- ls
d

News.

CLOVIS

,

Do you know of anything,
young man, quite like stepping into a new season in a
new, smartly styled suit
the last word in design and
woolens. Particularly a
Kirschbaum suit that will
wear and wear and wear
and always look shapely'
and trim.

itjj

If

f

Please tmte, too,
how moderate are
the prices we ask,

KIRSCHBAUM

CLOTHES

4.1

Cnpyriifct, 1920,

hittcbmiui Coiaseaf
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times into that ambignity which unfortunately has marked to a greater
or less degree the platforms of both
parties and the utterances of both
PATTONS
candidates.
AOvettTliE
"It must be exasperating to the
Tut lA.
whole American public that political
parties bidding for the suffrage of the
whole citizenship can not state in
definite terms what are their proposals and what are their pledges. The
s
same exasperation must be felt regarding many of the utterances
of
candidates. However, the viewpoint
of Governor Cox, is, we find more
clearly expressed and less open to the
criticism of lack of clarity.
"The American labor movement
We've come to Clovis to stay, and we're anxious
asks from no man or woman a pledge
'
to get acquainted with you.
of political conduct. It seeks to dicnolie.
tate
to
Its
field
is
and
limited
0
properly so, to furnishing to the rank
We have opened up a grocery and general merand file the information upon which it
cantile store, and you will always tind us friendly and
my base conclusions.
courteous.
"There Is no intention to depart
NEW STOCK JUST IN
here from that rule which binds the
Come in and see us we're anxious to meet you.
officers individually as well as collecto
school
starts.
few
days
buy
before
more
And only a
tively in serving the great labor movement. But it would be a sad and
White Bear, Black Kid or Gun Metal, Stitchdowns, Spring Heel,
remissness of duty in this
crucial hoar were the facta not pre.
Lace or Button, and the price is absolutely right.
sented with the utmost freedom and
completeness.
the child to school in old worn out shoes, they will
Don't
"With the workers of America rest
be humiliated and their lessons can not be learned as well if
the Tight of deciding for which canpride is broken.
didate they shall vote. As they vote
they will determine to a large degree
"THE ONE PRICE STORE"
the welfare and progress of the working people of our republic in the years
205 West Grand Avenue
just ahead."
The senate measures on which Sen-utHarding was given a "favorable"
rating were:
MAY PASS BUILDING
Passage of immigration restriction or were bills providing for an eight
ORDINANCE NEXT MEETING
public works; regulating
day
on
hour
bill and its repassage over the presiwomen;
dent's veto; war risk insurance; civil the hours of employment of
Tho City Council hat under con
rights' bill; woman suffrage, motion women's compensation act, prohibit
inter- the passage of an ordinance
from
ing
of
labor
employers
the
to increase appropriation for bureau
of
activities
their
fering
political
with
prohibit the building of
would
that
of conciliation, department of labor,
U2y3 North Main.
appliresidences and facing them the wrong
and his vote on an amendment to the employes; relating to safey
retirement bill prohibiting affiliation ances upon railway locomotives and way of the lot. In order to avoid
of federal employes with organized cars; providing for the prevention of having west front homes it has been
occupational diseases and providing the custom during the past year to
labor.
Among his "unfavorable" votes the for the creation of an industrial com- take two corner lots and face the
ty for more than one year next proADMINISTRATRIX NOTICE.
mission to have supervision over all buildings south or north. This causes
committee
Teport included these:
ceeding the filing of his said suit: that COX IS CHOICE OF
departments relating to tabor.
state
Motion to strike labor charter from
some of the other lots in the block to
AU person! are notified that the
you and he were lawfully married in
League
be undesirable, those wanting the orNations;
of
to
motion
extend
tondersigned wai appointed the admin- Roswell, Chaves County, New Mexico,
blnc'sc-rniThe Kentucky Iron Works,
federal control of railroads for two
dinance passed, claim. The matter
the 6th day of June, A. D.
on,
istratrix of the estate of John B.
lurt and general repair work. will likely be passed upon at the next
years;
final
passage
of
law,
railroad
on the 11th day of August, 1010, and lived together as man and
cylmaking strikes unlawful; Borland We make a specialty of
meeting of the council.
3920, and all claims must be legally wife until on,
the 17th day of Poeeeetet FulUr Understanding of
work.
inders
lathe
and
amendment
increasing
hours
gov
of
presented for payment within one November, A. D. 1916, when you,
Needt of Working People Than
ernment employes, and his senate pair
year or same will be forever barred. without cause, abandoned and de
Harding, Alleged.
on accepting the Tallroad bill confer
If you want bright windows an
LAURA E. ATWOOD,
serted him, and that since then you
For wooden, lile or merble floort
ence report.
Administratrix. have fail id and refused and still fail
iparkling ijlaJtwaro, ate
Washington, Aug. 30. Organized
Among the 59 measures the comuse
WASHING
and refuse to return and live with him
political cam- mittee listed as those Gov. Cox had
i labor's
NOTICE OF SUIT PENDING.
WASHING POWDER.
as his wife; that during the time you
paign committee, comparing the pub acted upon "favorable" while govern- - POWDER.
lived with him as his wife, he treated
dempf
lic
records
the republican and
In District Court, Curry County, New you with kindness and affection, and
ocratic presidential nominees, declarMexico.
provided for you in every other way
ed in a report made public today that
2. M. Atwood, Plaintiff.
in accordance with his means and staNo.
Governor Cox had "shown himself
vs.
tion in life.
possessed of a fuller understanding of
Mattie May Atwaod, Defendant.
You are notified that plaintiff's AtTa Mattie May Atwood, Defendant, torney is J. S. Fitzhugh, and his ad- the needs of the working people."
Greeting:
The report signed by Samuel Gom- dress is Clovis, New Mexico.
You will hereby take notice that
pcrs,
president; Matthew won, vice
unYou are further notified that,
Wit has been filed and is now pending less you appear and plead in said president; and Frank Morrison, secIn the DistrW. Court of Curry County, curse on or before October 15, A. D. retary of the American Federation of
Mew Mexico, ..eroin B. M. Atwood 1920, judgment
will be entered Labor, is the first ever made 6n presi55 plaintiff and you, Mattie May
against you by default, and plaintiff dential candidates by a federation
are defendant, suit No. 1644 will apply to the Court for the relief committee.
on the Civil Docket of said Court.
Taking up the senatorial record of
prayed for in his complaint.
The general purposes of said suit
W. C. ZERWER,
Senator Harding, the committee dearc for divorce and dissolution of the (seal)
i"
""""1
r ! 7L
County Clerk. clared that on 18 measures dealing
feonds of matrimony now existing beDOUBLE THICK
ORDINARY
1 1
with labor his score stood; favorable
By RUTH HYATT,
tween you and plaintiff. Plaintiff alROUND OAK
INSULATION of
Deputy. 7; unfavorable 10; paired unfavorleges that he is a resident of Curry
INSULATION
AVERAGE
able 1.
County, New Mexico, and has been
RANGE
If its news The News wanti it
The republican nominees vote on
such a bona fide resident of said coun Phone us. No. 97.
labor issues during his term in the
state senate of Ohio, as reported by
the committee, stood: Favorable 6;
unfavorable 9. In this connection the
report said:
"Senator Harding's record in WashSfn 4f k
ington affords a better opportunity
3Wall RoundOakChicf
rstic Is Ivum
for analysis of his legislative views
Hnlris tlvh(at m tho ovin-"SNthan docs his record in the Ohio, sen
Uses less fuel.
ate by reason of the fact that his
I
term of service extended for a long
period of tfme, during which he was
called upon to consider a great vari
ety of measures."
THE WALLS TO THB ROUND OAK CHIEF
Reviewing Governor Cox's record
BOILER IRON RANGE ARE J THICKNESSES
the report said that while Governor
afew days ago newspapers throughout the
Inner Wall: Coppwim4 Boiw
of Ohio he had "acted upon 59 meas
country announced that an automobile had reached
ures of interest to labor without act
Middle Wall: Aib.,o (naml weol)
New York City from San Francisco in the remarking on a single one adversely to
PolMmi Snd,
OlltrrWalh W.ll.lll.
record-breakin- g
time of four days, 14 hours and
able
labor."
As a member of the 62nd
hh raauir do bUciuo
congress, the governor was recorded
43 minutes.
as voting "favorable" to labor on two
This car was an Essex, no other car ever crossmeasures, the only ones listed.
prevEssex
all
beat
The
ed America in such time.
The purpose of the asbestos or nun
The committee summarized its find'
it, thtre ere MX
ious records.
eral wool is to retain the heat in the
ings in this language:
Vj xW rquallr important rul
'
WHERE
YOU
WANT
oven,
IT.
"There can be but one conclusion
diauaciin battue, m would
We know there is twice at much of this
like 10 wpUittorwi which would
based Upon a careful and impartial
WHERE THERE ARE RECORDS TO BE
favorably InfliMac rout dxiiisa
mineral wool used in the Boiler Iron
survey of the actions and declarations
to hn one of thete Guuloa
Chief a in any other high grade range
BROKEN, ESSEX WILL BREAK THEM.
of the candidates, Governor Cox has
ChlafRenfft,
market.
the
on
shown himself possessed of
fuller
understanding of the needs of the
working people, a readier response to
their needs and to their proposals and
a broader statesmanship in his public
discussions of the problems of the
industrial wfrtld.
"In addition to his superior under
standing, Gov. Cox is a candidate on
a platform which labor has declared
marks a measure of progress not
found in the republican platform,
and the planks of which 'more nearly
approximate the desired declaration
of human rights than do the planks
found in the republican platform."
"Not only in the specific utterances
Hudson-Esse- x
relating directly to question held
paramount by labor is the comparison
We close our store all day Monday,
6th, observing Labor Day
favorable to Governor Cox. His pro208 North Main Street'
view-poigressive and constructive
of public questions though he slips at

I

Come In An

Get Acquainted

brTess and Ted

School Shoes

start

T. J. WHITE

We Sell Kirkendall Boots
and Phoenix Hose

The Cash Shoe Store
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Range Jliai Will Save Your Money
and Your Disposition

r2zryu

111

Ites

-

O

tiarca I

Round Oak Chief Range

Just

w

HOLDS HEAT IN THB OVEN

We would like to show you the advantages of this
range by having your personal inspection.

Clovis

Company

Sept

THE CLOVIS NEWS
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m

fkko

Watch ui grow
Station Gas and Oils.

Clovis Fillinu

Mrs. G. W. Singleton, who has been
tick for several weeks, is able to be
up.
W. H. Taylor, general car foreman,
who has been quite sick of typhoid
fever, is improving.

Walter Stalcup,
at
Horry Hardware Co., is home from a
vitcation trip to Colorado.

Bess McClendon returned
early this week from an extended
visit in Washington, D. C, and other
points in the east.

utility than ihese riuliams.

These are serviceable dresses of
ginghams and of wool, fashioned
in a delightfully simple way.
Mothers will select A generous
supply, first because a liberal
quantity is necessary and .second
because the values are ot such a
worthy character that it is more
satisfactory to get them than to
make Ihem at home.

range of

The qualities

provide fop line school dresses, practical

garments

house wear, and

Prof. Fred Rtusser, who spent the
summer at his home In Klein, Iowa,
I ns
returned to take up his work us
head of the mathematics department
in the Clovis High School.

aprons.

even

The Holiness revival meeting that
In the tent on
North Mitchell Street is drawing
extra large crowds. The tent has not
neaT enough seating capacity for the
congregations that are attending.

wealth of rich,

5

precious-lookin-

g

materials, fascinating in
weave and color.
Above the horizon of choice
silks and woolens you' .will
quickly see visions of smart
blouses, dresses, suits and
wraps.

yards of them for they make
such inexpensive and practical things.

your fingers

They are of dependable materials and strongly made in every detail, to minimize the necessity of frequent sewing and mending.

exquisite beauty.

can

fondle

weaves and fabrics of such

p

n

iL&

semblance of drudgery when

Although dressy and becoming these suits anticipate the strenuous
hours of play that punctuate the boy's school days.

T7

Ho

Home sewing will lose every

Boys' School Suits of Durable Quality

yards and

You will want

IMlitt

tfMiTfi)

Til)

W
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CLASS CONTEST CLOSES
there. As an award of merit, Miss
An interesting membership contest
Owen will als have the position of
between the Boys' and Girls' clusre
librarian of the school.
of the Baptist Church, has just closed
At
Rev. R. B. Freeman returned Mon- with the Boys' class victorious.
day from Rochester, Minn., where he tendance last Sunday in the two
81 in the Boys'
went for
consultation with Mayo classes
Class and 23 in the Girls' class. Miss
Brothers.
Ollie Sears, teacher, and Sam Jones
E. W. Rragin and daughter, Mary M the winners, and Miss Blakeley
Lillian, left Tuesday for Midland, and Nellys Cooke superintended the
Texas, where Mis Reagan will enroll girls In their membership drive. Ihe
in Midland College.
losers will entertain the winners in
the near future
Dr. G. K. Maynard and family returned this week from an outing trip MR. SHIPLEY ENTERTAINED
to Las Vegas, Santa Pe and Taos.
SUNDAY SCHOOL CLASS
The doctor says they had a fine time
and left a few fish for others who
Mr. Alex Shipley wait host to his
may visit that section.
Sunday School class and their '"betat a beautifully arranged
Carl A. Hatch spent two or ter halves"
lawn party at his home on North
three days In Albuquerque this week
last Monday evening.
transferring the records of the office Mitchell street brilliantly
lighted, and
was
lawn
The
of Collector of Interna) Revenue to
made merry on
guests
fifty
about
his successor, James A. Hall.
Mr.
green." The guest were
Hall formally took charge of the of- the "grassy
with humorous selec
favored
highly
'
fice Wednesday morning.
tions bv Mrs. Cornell, Mdr. Jack Kaw- lings and Mrs. Stevenson, vocal selec
A group of Clovis young people
a picnic at the grove south of tions by Enunett Tagader, and lest
town, Friday evening. Those present but not least with two, seleections by
were: MisHos Coy Roever., Grace Johnson's Band. Dainty refresh
Wicks,, Bessie Bouchelle and Nellye ments were served and the guest favCooke; Messrs. Ovid Jernignn, Charles ors were La France roses. Mr. and
Stone, Sam. Shaw and C. R. Mi Mrs. Shipley, of Floydada, were
guests.
Daniels.

Is being conducted

the

-

one finds here an unexpected

for kitchen

Miss Nola Owen will leave this
Wevk for Silver City where she will
resume her work In the state normal

Mrs. J. C. Heard and Mrs. J. C.
Hardison and children returned this
wcok from a twd weeks'trlp to points
of interest In the west. They visited
tho Grand Canon." Los Angeles, Long
Bonch, Catiliha Islands and other
Points. Mrs. Heard says that Call
fornia hns plenty of beautiful scenery
but that it has nothing on Curry
county when it comes to opportunit
ies for the future.

for

ing up a treasure chest, for

kindergarten or whether
"

beautiful

Autumn stuffs is like open-

folks, whether it be their first

grade.

and checks.

FALL

THESE

To look upon these

young

fabrics of more all around

sturdy grades

son Wayne, and Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Mayes returned this week rom an
outing trip in the mountains near I.as
Vegas.

ttye

they start the season in eighth

friends.

Hnrri.vi ii'id

here everything

you need to outfit

patterns in jilaids, stripes

U

,

J t

FABRICS

It would lie difficult to rind

Tlicy offer a wide

D. I. Burnett, who was principal of
the Runchvale school last year, is

Mr. and Mrs. C. W.

You will find

yea)' in

J. S. Fuller and family returned
this week from a vinit with relatives
ut Carthage, Mo. They wore accompanied home by Mr. Fuller's nephew,
Arthur Fuller, who will make his
home here.:'

AMONG

I i

Wear.

For Every
Purpose

the hitter part of last week
fmin a two weeks' stay ut Mineral
Wells, Texas.

.

V.r .iJiMMWl.

Practical (or School

Ginghams

Mrs. S. A. Jones and daughters,

Mr. and Mrs. II. J. Denton, of Hoi- are here for n visit ut the
home of Mrs. Denton's father, J. K.
Adams. They will make a visit to
Colorado before returning home.

To Live

el

Girls' Dresses that are

Fall

Work has been started on the erection of the new St. James Episcopal
Church to be erected on North Mitchell street.

lis, Okla.,

ap-par-

...

Mrs.

Ora and Belle Sadler,
Hertha Broome, Mrs. Pearl Powell
and Aaron Sadler motored to Delphos
Sunday afternoon and returned with
a load of watermelons.
it

Almost Want

excellently planned for their needs,

accepted a position with the Farmers
State Bank.

Misses

MVS

and girls going to school will find our assortment of ehildrens

A. W. Freeman, who has recently
moved to Clovis from Tennessee, has

Messrs. Walker and Glenn Brickey,
nf Wellington, Kminis, motored to
Clovis thiH week for a short visit wilh

One Will

To send the children neatly clothed to school, five days a week,
requires a substantial supply of apparel. Those who have boys

book-keep-

moving to Claude, Texas, where he
will soon commence the erection of a
grain elevator.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, J 920.

METHODIST CHURCH

FORDSON CLINIC HERE
O. L. McCormlck made sighseeing principal of the school there,
GIGANTIC WHEAT POOL IS
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY trip to Muleshoe, Texas, last week.
SUBJECT BEFORE MEETING
The Sh3up famUy
Prof pUe
.Nels. Anderson is again working In attended the Adventisti Meeting in
The Ford Motor Company, with the Clovis, at his old trade, carpentw,
Columbus, Ohio, Sept. 1. Formaclovis Sunday night,
tion of a gigantic wheat pool in the assistance of Jones & Lindley, local while the boy. are running the ranch
The whcat Wt
ext6nde4
United States, whereby the farmers dealers, will hold
Fordson Clinic
See Mr. Leeper if you have an old frora the north into
Havener
and
marketing
will virtually control
is
Leeper
a
to sell or trale.
here Thursday and Friday for the
'try. Mr. Elot tlready ng, quit ,tt
soiling the grain, is one of the more
benefit of distributors in this vicinity. Ford fancier.
(acreage sowed, Mr. Hurley has his
important subjects to be planned here
Dealers will be on hand from Tucura-car- i,
Mr. Hankhouse has purchased a ground nearly ready, and others an
by farmers who are here attending a
Albuquerque, Roswell, Vaughrt, new seven H. P. gas engine, to run his I planning to sow in the row crop,
three-da- y
of the National
Melrose, Portales, Encino, Fort Sum- feed grinder and thresher with.
Actual newa items, are scarce. We- More
Board of Farm organizations.
and other points.
ner
The "cold" epidemic hasn't abated could condense all the newt into one-thr.n 1D0 farmers, representing, it
Mr. Afton, manager, of the Denver to any great extent yet.
short squib the farmers are all busy.
was said, practically every agriculturbranch of the Ford Motor Company,
Prof. H. M. Pile was in St. Vrain Going to sales is their one only diver
al state in the union, are in attend
I will
have charge of the clinic and
large draw- Sunday, taking an inventory of the ( lion. Free,ujiehes-havance.
I
give demonstrations with the Ford- ;
...
as ing capacity.
scene of his future operations,
Tho board of farm organizations
e
son tractor on the
tract at
I
now controls 1500 grain elevators in
the north end of Main street. The
the country, and does a yearly
clinic is held especially for the infarm business of $2,000,000,
struction- of dealers and distributors.
according to officials.
Mr. Afton will give a dinner for
Plans are to take over, or build,
Thursday
the visiting distributors
grain elevators at every point where
'evening.
wheat is shipped. It will be possible,
it was said, to control forty percent
Phone 97 for your Job Printing.
of the country's wheat output.
Phone us. No. 97.
"Profits will be stabilised and pric
es to'thc consumer greatly reduced,"
said Charles Bardett, president of the
'
organization.
HAVENER ITEMS

h'

a.

coun-Jitn-

ey

e

ten-acr-

-

f

j

(

T

Pritchard recently sold his
beautiful home on North Connelly
stroet
to Mr. Foreman.
Mrs.
C. L.

Pritchard and children will spend the
winter in Fond du Lac, Winsconsin,
where the children will attend school,
and where Misses Marian and Charlotte have enrolled in Grafton Hall.

At tho Methodist Church, Sunday,
September IS, 1020. Sunday School
at 9:45 a. m., clashes for all. Treadling by the Pastor, Rev." R. B. Freeman, morning and evening, 11 a. m.
The Praetorians are on a 4 bases
and 7 :30 p. m. Epworth League,
and will never have to raise their
6:30 p. m.
A welcome awaits you to all these ratet and they have $80.00 per capita
services.
reserve, which is double the amount
Come to the Friendly Church.
required by the stringent laws of
Teaat. This makes every contrsrt
Many Clovia Masons are in
..
they writ
For farther
Khiva
attending
the
this week
Shrine Ceremonial. About 800 novices information, see Geo. R. Ray, Genl.
will be takeri over the hot sands and Deputy, or J. 6. Coleman, District
Deputy, 101
Mala St., Clovis, N. M.
a big time Is expected.

To the Prketorians
of Clovis

Am-aril- lo

"Gilt-edge"-

Another nice shower Thursday,
keeps corn growing, and makes the
kaffir and maze feel headier.
A large crowd attended the S. L.
Willis sale last Tuesday. Everything
sold well. The Willis family will visit
among friends and relatives a, few
days before starting back to Kansas.
They will mike the trip in a Dodge

--

.

;'w

vi

i

"?.'--

i,t..

v "'

r ':;

i.

il

car.
J. F. Mitchell and

family have
moved to the Ranchvale neighborhood
They have rented a farm there und
will go into the wheat raising busi
ness.
Wilmon Bros., are threshing Mr.
Elliott's wheat this week. Though
not a making a big yeald, the wheat
la of fine qua." y.
J. B. Woods is one of the latest of
our old timers to sell out. He hasn't
decided yet; whether to leave the
country or not
.

TOM MIX IN "THE TERROR"
There are numerous reasons why
you should forget the supper dishes
and see "Tom Mix in "The Terror"
at the Lyceum Theatre, Saturday
night, September 8rd. Chief among
them is the fact that this Is the swiftest, most thrilling and entertaining
il
pictare that this
t ,r has
dare-dev-

made. Another reason is that MIX
does more stunts and gets more thrill
than ever before while' playing the
part of a U. 8. Deputy Marshal in the
West. If you like thrills and action
well guarantee that you'll like "The
Terror." Also showing a two reel
Sunshine Comedy and Mutt and Jeff
Cartoon. At the Lyceum, Saturday
night, September 3rd. Try to get in.
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The Clovis News
Official Paper of Curry County
EDWARD L. MANSON
Editor and Publisher
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Entered at the postdffice at Clovis,
Kew Mexico, as second class matter
under the act of March 3, 1870.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
H.50
One Year
78
Six Months
Fotnm Advcrtiiinf RfpreMnlMi
THE AMERICAN .PRESS ASSOCIATIONJ

NEW MEXICO'S RESOURCES.
Nature has been kind to New Mexico. It has natural resources, wonderfully varied and numerous. The
topography ranges from lofty mountains to fertile valleys, high mesas,
and plains. The climate varies with
altitude. New Mexico is adapted to
very form f agriculture and the live
stock industry,
its mountains are
storehouses of gold, silver, copper,
iron, lead, tine, and many rarer
The
tnetals, albO pflecious stones.
coal deposits equal those of Pennsylvania. Great forests cover many
thousand square miles. Great rivers
and
make possible vast irrigation
Big transconpower development.
tinental railroads give direct access
to primary markets east and west
New Mexico, in short, is a land of big
,A. M. Hove in "The
opportunities.

Earth."
Our idea of a good citizen, and we
in Curry
county, is one always ready to give,
according to his means, to community
He takes stock in them
enterprises.
all, and doesn't lose his faith if an
occasional venture proves bad. He is
not afraid to buy real estate and pay
what it is worth. He talks up Clovis
at home and abroad, thinks it is the
bent place on earth, believing it to be
destined to be the biggest city in its
section and want to be buried here
when he dies. And he's worth a
whole regiment of the luke warm
kind.

are glad there are many

If
LIST YOUR PROPERTY
We want to list anything you have as.
If
for sale, whether it is farm, ranch or
Denver, Colo., Aug 31. Projects city property. We give prompt serv- with
for btvts'ug under cultivation 244,-00- 0 ice and are making a good many
jqur.ro miles of territory In Wy- sales apd have clients at this time
oming, C'iomdj, Utah, Nevada, New
If
for almost any kind of property.
Mexico, Arizonn, California mid the
republic f Mexico, will be discussed
tomorrow at a meetir.g 6f members
of the Lei.gue of the Southwest, an
orgr.nization created to develop the
In:-- . (Is of the Colorado river basin.
Governors of seven western states
or their representatives,
are here
for the meethg which will open formally with an address of welcome from
Mayor Dewey C. Bailey of Denver,
and Governor Oliver H. Shoup of
Colorado, and Governor Thomas E.
Campbell of Arizona will respond on
behalf of the league.

SEVEN STATES PLAN
BURIED TEN DAYS
RECLAIMING OF LANDS
AFTER DEATH OF WIFE

FLOODT1DE OF IMMIGRANTS
Seven hundred thousand immigrants have entered the United States
cince the war ended, and they are
coming now at the rate of 5,000 a
day, according to a dispatch from
New York which The News printed
the ether day. "Sven a larger influx
is expected. Shortly, it was said, the
number of daily arrivals at the port
of New York will rise to 10,000, and,
it was added, the steamship companies
have all their immigrant space bespoken for the next year. To seven
hundred thousand who came in dur
ing the last fiscal year, we may thus
expect an addition of at least a million and a half during the present
fiscal year.
There is a shortage of labor. That
fact will moke this heavy Immigration
seem altogether ooslrable to many.
But it is only to the superficial view
that that fact could yield any satisfaction. Even if one could assume
that all of these immigrants sre of
the desirable sort, we cannot assimilate this mass of foreigners as rapidly
as it Is being dumped on us. When
to this million and a half of immigrants that are to come this year we
add the birth Increase of foreign
parentage that has not yet been
Americanized, one has reason for
thinking that we may be infusing
more alein than native blood into the
veins of the Nation. That there is
any process of "naturalization" or
Americanization"
by which this
great infusion of alien blood can be
prevented from having the consequence of impairing our national individuality could hardly be believed
by the most sanguine.
It is not enough that our immigra
tion laws should be designed to seg
regate the fit from the unfit and enable only the fit to come in. Imperative as it is that we should more effectually exclude, the unfit than we
have been or are doing, it is also
necssary that our immigration laws
should take cognizance of the fact
that there is a limit even to the number of desirable foreigners that we
can admit without making of ourselves a mongrel Nation. A nation
can be conquered by another force
than that of arms, and we are in
danger of achieving commercial triumphs at the cost of our national culture and institutions.
Dallas News.

1929,

Welch died last Saturday at
his home on the Jno. F. Taylor place
six miles south of Clovis after an ill
Mr. Taylor
ness of several weeks.
was a member of the Masonic lodge
T.

J.

and the funeral service was conduct
ed Sunday afternoon at the Clovis
ccmetcrj by that order. He was 77
years of age and his wife died only
ten days before his death.
DOOMED I

L. P. Loomis, editor of the Canad
ian Record, has received the Republican nomination for Congress from
the Eighteenth congressional district
We are inclined to believe that in
this rock ribbed Democratic district
it can do no harm to wish Mr. Loomis
well, in a very general sort of way,
On September
9th Austioneer
and express with delight the convic
Forbes will sell a 480 acre farm for
tion that the majority against him
Mrs. Julia Meyers near Ima, 99 miles
will be about 999 to 1. Amarillo
northwest of Clovis.
Daily News.
Mr. Loomis was editor of the TexThe News Classified ads get results
ico Trumpet in the early days and is
known to many of the old timers in
the county.

Purity

Aggressin

J;lack-le- g

20c a dose.
331.

W.

(Kan- -

See Dr. Biggs. Phone

I.

MILES

New and Second
Hand Furniture
If you have any furniture
to sell or any you want repaired, call on us. We hare
some extra good bargains in
stock at all times.
218 SOUTH MITCHELL
Old Model Laundry Stand

NOTICE

Auto Owners

If your radiator leaks, don't dope
Do you love Clovis?
Do you have
it. Bring it to our
any concern for its future? Would
you like to see it grow, prosper and
TO PLANT KANRED WHEAT.
extend its trade and influence?
If
you do, then ask yourself these quesThe superwheat known as Kanred,
We rebuild, recore and repair any
tions: "Do I help support and main- developed by the Kansas Agricultural make of radiator, regardless
of contain its institutions? Do I encourage College, through fourteen years of dition. Ask us about
Jackson
the
every movement looking to the
careful experiment from a single Freeze-Proof
Core for any Radiator.
of the town? Do I speak a head brought from RuRsia, will be in
good w.ord for the town and the high favor this fall. About 10,000,000
people at every opportunity?
Do I bushels of the 1920 yield was Kanred
lend assistance to its industries? Do The College authorities estimate that
I patronize them? Do I fully under- a fourth of the acrcagne for 1921 will
stand the duties devolving upon ft
be of that variety. Judging by the
Sue the Jackson radiator for Fords.
If you cannot answer these
questions in the affirmative then you plant nine or ten million acres of
Clovis
Shop
are not only a stumbling block but a 'wheat this full. The Earth, publisWest ef Antlers Hotel
detriment to any community.
hed by the Santa Fe Ry. Co.

Radiator Shop

you want to sell anything list it
us.
UNION MORTGAGE CO.
its news The News wants

The man who waits for building material demand to slacken, for prices to recede, will lose much
in profits and possibly pay even more in the end.
There is profit' in building. Otherwise
people would not build. With all prices
high the profit remains. Why wait?

It is our earnest advise that you build now
that you come to us for your estimates.

LONE STAR LUMBER CO.

We are now feeding more
people than at any time we
have been in the restaurant
business in Clovis. There ii a
reason for this. We are giving
our patrons the very best possible service and plenty of good
things to eat

Clovis, New Mexico

Telephone 23

THE CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK
X

Surplus $27,500

Capital $50,000

We have adopted a new policy of keeping our restaurant
open all night .This will give
the wheat haulers a chance to
get something to eat no matter
how late they are in getting in
at night or how early they want
to get out in the morning.

"The Bank" That Accomodates"

J ANE

&

SONS GRAIN COMPANY
Our Motto:

Tbe Price Is The Thing"
See us before you sell

0gg& Boss Cafe

S. W. LANE, Manager

Open All Night

All Work

Guaranteed

citi-sen-

Radiator
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otherwise.
But you will want always, a clear

I

Sir-ee-

memory of them as they are today

!

Before they go

We made this
rette to meet

a photograph

JrJJ

?

your

..UJ;

CAMELS

The boy and the girl. They are off
to school; they will come back as
you wouldn't have it
grown ups

sjp.iiii

Yes

i

.

:i

have
mellow-mildne- ss

and a flavor as
refreshing as it is new.
Camels quality and Camels expert
blend of choice Turkish and choice
Domestic tobaccos win you on merits.
Camela blend never tires vour taste. And,
Camels leave no unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste
nor unpleasant cigaretty odor I
Camels quality and expert blend can
mean to your satisfaction you should find
out at oncel It will prove our say-s- o when

v
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What

you compare Camela with any cigarette
in the world at any price!
o4 rafjnrAvfa In tduillHrmllT tltd paektf ef 20
tmmU (i
tor 30 emit; or (an ptckttn UoO clfrrtt) m ikim
TLtwovn
if Qtbvo'
ftTZL

Wo tmntly rocommmd Ihit
carton.
oupplx of whon yon travel.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
WiiMloa-Sak-

N. C,

MfM for

Urn

THE ROBINSON ART SHOP
"The Photographer in Vour

119

It

m

Real Service!

OPEN ALL NIGHT

you want to buy anything see

East Monroe Avenue

Town

Phone 115

i
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MR. FARMER
LAST WILL AND TESTA
MENT OF BENJAMIN
If you want io sell your farm make
F. VIERS, DECEASED the price and terms right snd we can
sell it. We have buyers waiting for
S. Main Street.
Notice is hereby given to all per bargains.
sons interested in the estate of Benja
Cus M, Brysn A Co.,
OPEN DAY AND. NIGHT
min F. Viers, deceased, that on the
with.Union Mtg. Co.1
Uth day of August, 1020, Amanda
Telephones Day, 67; Night, 14 and 203
Viers, filed with the County Cerk
During an evangelist
meeting nt'
of Curry.County, New Mexico, an in- Laporti, Indiana, the speaker asked:
strument in writing purporting to be "If lightning should strike this tent
AMBULANCE SEBVICE
the last will and testament, of Ben- tonight, hew many woull be ready
C. V. STEED, Manager'
jamin F. Viers, docessed, and also for it?" A few minutes later a bolt
filed in the Probate Court of Curry struck the tent killing tw) ministers
County, New Mexico, her pototlcn and burning the rpeaker.
112
praying for the probate of said will
' Chicago is considering
teaching its
snd that Letters Testementary issue
children
in school with movie instead
herein to her as Executrix herein.
Pursuant to an order of the Pro- - of books.
bato Court of Curry County, New
Mexico, made on the 14th day of
August, 1020, notice is hereby given
Is
that on the 1st day of November,
CONTINUES TO GROW
1020, at the hour of 10 o'clock a. m.
When the
of said day, that being a day of the
household
Dud Dwiftht of tho Clovis Marble
Regular November, 1020, term of
cares pnd tho
Work on Grand Ave., ihipt his mor- said court, at the court room of the
worries of
b'.fl direct into Clov!" fro mthe quar
everyday life
ProbateCourt at Clovia, Curry Coun
N'jW
England
Uo
States.
of
the
ries
Lave dragged
ty, New Mexico, have been appointed
cuU it, polishes and letter it right
you dowr
and fixed si the time and place for
opened
just
Has
and
IS
here and aell it direct to the custo
mado you ui,
hearing said petetion and proving ViTfl oft',
to
ready
you
most
serve
the
mer. There are no middle man i
hsftpy, and
said will, when and where all persons
profit and it I not hard to ate haw appetizing meals at moder interested msy appear and contest
there is nothhe can lave you money on your mon- ate prices.
ing in lifo but
the same.
uments. Not only this, he la a citi
Always
cool and clean, In witness whereof, I hsve here headache, backacho and worry, turn to
zen ef Clovia, haa hla home here and (
unto set my hand and affixed my of the right prescription, one gotten up by
and strictly sanitary.
when you patronise him yoo are
ficial seal this thel4th dsy of August, Dr. Pierce fifty years ago.
Everything growing out of the ground
helping to build up the town and the
1020.
seems intended for some use in establish
county.
He hires no salesmen and
W. C. ZERWER,
(Sea!)
log natural conditions.
Dr. Pierce, of
no stents and when you buy one of
County Clerk,
Buffalo, N. Y., long since found out what
Dad Dwight's monuments you hsve to
Carry County, N. M.
Proprietor
is naturally best for women's diseases.
deal direct with him st his msrble
He Ioarnod it all through treating thouworks on Grand Avenue, but if you
103 South Main
The King of Spain recently Informsands of coses. The result of his studies
ran save from 20 to 40 per cent on
ed his subjects that unless the birth
was a medicine called Dr. Pierce's Favoryour monuments isn't it worth while?
rate was speeded up the country ite Proscription. This mcdicino is made
He has had 88 years experience in
would soon fall from its position in of vegetable growths
that nature surely
the monument business. If you need
the world.
SOLD
intended for backache, headscho, weakAGAIN
OUT
nnythinfr in his line it will pay you
ening, bearing-dow- n
pains, irregularities,
to see him.
Two weeks ago we advertised for Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured pclvio inflammations, and for the many
property to sell snd a good many b local applications, as IBe cannot ruck
disordors common to women in all ages of
r. There .It
to dleeaeed portion o( th
listed property with us, Every piece only
life. Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription is
ono way to euro catarrhal Seafnees,
that la by a constitutional roraody.
made of lady's slipper root, black cohosh
that wss listed worth the money has and
Catarrhal Deafness la caused by an
condition of the mucous llnlne of
been sold and we want more to sell,
root, unicorn root, blue cohosh root and
Ih Eustachian Tub. Whan thla tub
Oregon grape root. Dr. Pierce knew,
you have a rumbling Bound or ImPrice it worth the money snd we will
perfect hearing, and when It la entirely
when he first made this standard medido the rest.
eloeed, Dvafoeea la the result
Unless the
Inflammation can b reduced and thla tub
cine, that whiskey and morphine are inGus M. Brysn & Co.,
After you eat always take
condition,
Ita
hearing
to
normal
reTed
)
Many eaaea of
be destroyed forever.
jurious, and so he has always kept them
with Union Mtj. Co.
deafness are caused by catarrh, which la
out of bis remedies. Women who take
an Inflamed condition of tba mucous
Hall's Oatarrh Medicine acts thru
this standard remedy know that in Dr.
blood
of
oa
mucous
the
the
surface
the
WONDER
system.
CfS Y6t)it
Pierce's Favorite Prescription they are
W will tire Oae Hundred Dollars for
,
for kidney and bladder troubles, gray-1- any case of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot getting a safe woman's Umio so good that
Instantly relieves Heartburn, Bloat
Oatarrh Medicine, areweak and fame back, rheumatism bo miredfree.by Hall
druggists eveswbere sell it, in liquid ot
dCuMrFWuif. Stops food souring,
All DrtiKgiete, f (e.
olars
t. J. CUGNKK Jj CO.. Toledo. X
rrmeatinir, and all stomach miseries.
and irregularities of the kidaeys and
tablet form,
AeUsaetteaeadaewefita. Keeps stanaeh
bladder In both men and women. If
iwIuImim, lacreaeseVliaiiiyendl'ep.
not sold by your druggist will be sent
E ATONIC It the beet remeJy. TM of tbao.
sands wondarfulls benefited. Onleeeleeeen
One
by mail on receipt of (1.25.
r two da to uee It. FoeiUvela guaranteed,
will refuad nwnsy. tietebej
an plea or
small bottle often cures. Send for
basmtay. Yeo wills.
sworn testimonials. Dr. E. W. Hall,
SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO,
2920 Olive at., St. Louis, Mo. Sold
Clovis, N. M.
by druggists.

I

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.

.

and 214 S. Main Street.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Telephones Day 67; Night 14 and 203
203-210-21-

.

2

j

v

Undertaking Parlors

MS

lilEIil

AMBULANCE SEBVICE
C. V. STEED, Manager

West Grand Ave.

When The Day

Crystal
Gate

Over

Undertaking Parlors 112 West Grand Ave.
Cotton has often been called King--.
Recent statistics show that he has
powerful realm. It was estimated
The Canadian Government has gone that more than 6,000,000 persona
into the business of raising reindeer were engaged in the production,
in the' Hudson Bay country
to in- manufacture and distribution of cotcrease both the motive power and ton and more than thirty billion dolmeat supply of the country.
lars of capital invested.

Prance is looking arourd
surplus of 4,000,000 women.
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We Believe
In Clovis

Howard Booth

'ATONIC

for a

We believe in the future of Clovis and Curry
County. That's why we are spending thousands of
dollars enlarging our plant and installing new and
machinery.
We intend to stay in Clovis, and each day we
are making new friends who will stay with us as
long as we are here. They are pleased withthe
prompt and satisfactory service and the courteous
treatment they have learned to expect from us.
Let us add you to our long list of satisfied customers.
Call us today.

up-to-da-

te

rAAAAer
i

Tho Clovis Steam Laundry
PHONE 48

y

The Economy of Using

r

Goodyear Small Car Tires

School Shoes !

bargain tires, made up for
sensational sales and offered at ridiculously low prices, do not attract
careful buyers.
They are far more concerned with
what they get than with what they
pay because they know that in' the
end it is performance and not price
that delivers actual tire economy.
The popularity of Goodyear Tires, of
the 30x3-- , 30x314 and 31x4-inc- h
sizes, is based on the fact that
deliverexceptionalmileage at exceedingly low cost.
If you own a Ford, Chevrolet, Dort,
Maxwell or other car taking these
sizes, go to your nearest Service
Goodyear Tires and Goodyear
Heavy Tourist Tubes.
So-call-ed

Its n'n ost firhnol timo, and the 'liiMrou will
need new shoos he fore they start in.
In making the selection for thorn, don't forget
that our store is the headquarters for CHILDREN 'S
SHOES.
Come in and see our stock.

Shoe Repairing a Specialty

I

A. WEIDM ANN
.a

Wf

FOR 12 YEARS

Sta-tionf- or

RELIABLE
RESPECTFUL
REASONABLE
FREE USE OF CHAPEL

.

30x3'A Goodyear
Fabric,

30x3

Fabric,

PRIVATE AMBULANCE
Magic City Fur. & Undertaking Co.
JOHNSON BEOS.
Day Phone 211

Night Phono 205

Double-Cur-

Goodyear

e

Tread
Single-Cur- e

li J1
A')

50

1 50

LL

iii

iiAiAsi
All A A A A A it
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Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes cost DO more than the price
you are asked to pay for tubes of less merit why risk costly
casings when such sure protection is available!
$j5Q
...
30 x 3 Vi site in vaterpmof bag -

'
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FOR SALE Good milk cow giving
3H gallons of milk. Apply at 620
North Wallace.
FOR SALE Two good high grade
Holstcin bulla, one year old and two
year old. Also tome pigs. John
Xafzger.
FOR SALE Six room house with
two lots on North Mitchell Street.
See W. B. Dnvis at 406 North Mitchell.
FOR SALE Nine room apartment
house, modern, specially arranged for
two families, plastered, shade trees,
hot and cold water in each kitchen,
200 S.Meiriwether St, M. W. Page,
owner.
FOR SALE Ranch on the Tocos,
one mile from post office, orchard,
approximately 20 acres under irriadobe with
gation,- modern
toilet, bath, hot arid cold water, approximately 40 acres above ditch. F.
E. Collins. Puerto de Luna New
Mexico.
modern bun
FOR SALE
gnlow, 620 North Axtcl! St., pebble- dashed, shade trees, sidewalks, chick'
en and coal house, garage. M. W.
Pge, owner.
BEAR GRASS
XOTICE On account of the
freight raise I am forced to quit the
bear grass business. You are here
by notified to deliver all bear grass
you have cut at once. Do not delay
and then ask us to take the grass, as
we cannot do it.
See or address W. C. Tharp, box
999, Clovis, N. M.

A spirited

Tie. Jordan riayooy,
the smiles of youth and old boxing gloves.
How did we happen to think of it?

The Jordan Playboy is ready.
A spirited companion for a wonderful girl
and a wonderful boy.

FIVE ROOM HOUSE, nlco premises
for sale by owner. See W. P. Anderson at Ohio Hotel.
slightly

Why a girl who can swim and paddle and
shoot described it to a boy who loves the
roar of the cut-ou- t.

It's

a shame to call it a roadster, so full
is this brawny, graceful thing with the vigor
of boyhood anefmorning.
It carries two passengers three if they're
friendly to the place you have always
longed to go.
It revels along with the wandering wind
and roars like a Caproni biplane.
It's a car for a man's man that's certain.
Or for a girl who loves the
It's true there's some of the tang of that
rare old Eiiglish ale that was brewed from

ISO lbs. of nice nhite
rendered lard, 30c a pound.
Will deliver 10 lbs. or over. Call at

FOR SALE
home

104 N. Culhoun, Mrs. I. T. Hollnnd2tp
WANTED to do washing, bedding a
specialty. For particulars call on
or write to Mrs. J. A. Keimig, 109
Grand and Wallace, Clovis, General
delivery.
WANTED Job. of keeping books
graduate of Standard Business' College, Aberdeen, Wash. Can furnish
Apply at News
best of references.

We built one and slipped away from the
quiet zone.

And stepped on it.
i'And the dogs barked
to cheer.

and boys stopped

And people we passed stopped and looked
back and we were boys again.

out-of-doo- rs.

office.

FOR SALE Two tractor gang plows,
six discs each; cheap.' D. E. tiai-ro119 North Lane, '.'lovts.

boy

TTMI

FOR SALE OR TRADE A. player
piano in good condition, practically
new. Will trade for car or sell. 211
Korth Prince St.

FOR SALE Ford Sedan
used. Phone 240.

for a won"

companion

derful girl and a wonderful

The Playboy is built in limited numbers
frankly, because we love to do it.

n,

J

WANTED TO RENT Furnished or
unfurnished house or light housekeeping rooms by eouple without children. Enquire at News office.

o

R

DAN

Mot"

Cleveland.

INC.

Co..

A

O

i

o

FOR SALE 640 acres good plains
land, no .lakes, well and windmill,
nine miles from Friona, $18.00 per
acre, $4,000 cash, balance good terms.
See us for cheap farm and ranch
lands. M. A. Crum, Friona, Texas.
LOST one PASCO hub cap. Finder
please notify V. V. Knowles,
Clovis, N. M.

......
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'
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FOR SALE Two McCormick binders. See T. D. Humphrey, 8 miles
east of Clovis.
A NEW MEXICO, Oil Refining Comp-

any organized by experienced oil
to get in touch with reliable
talesman who can handle part of the
Company has present
Mock isiue.
Golf by Plane.
tssetts ard plans which we beliivt:
will intorf t every well informed' inTwo modern touches In golf were
vestor.
For further Information, Introduced at the big professional
a rite: Magna Oil Company, Texlco, tournament at Gleneogles, In Perth2
Uc shire, recently.
N. Mex.
Airplanes, bringing spectators, arLOST Medium sized cameo broach rived at regular Intervals from Glassurrounded by seed pearls. Liberal gow, 47 miles away, and every comReward. Miss Fannie Stone, Phone petitor wore a distinctive number on
his Jacket to facilitate recognition.
482.
Dally Mall, London.
FOR SALE Two McCormick bindWhat He Bald.
ers. See T. D. Humphrey, 8 miles
Paul and Gerald, twins, were
east of Clovis
In a distant
grandmother i
One afternoon
FOR SALE Fofd 'truck with Smith city.
Form. In godd condition. Inquire walked to tne nearny grocery, iunu
asleep,
for Griffith at Masterson's Store 2tp Gerald with her, Paul being apple
grocer gave Gerald an
The
'
'Harry L. Pattbn left Wednesday which he silently accepted.
and other
AlbUquorquo
Grandmother turned to Gerald and
for a trip to
points in the interest of his candidacy aald : "Now, what do you sayj"
"Give me one for Paul"
for Judge of the Supreme Court. Mr.
Pattan expects to make an active camA Forfeited Distinction.
paign between now and election day.
"Why don't you write another letter
to the paper and algn It Taxpayerr" "
The Kentucky Iron Works,
"I can't conscientiously assume the
and general repair work. title. I'm on the delinquent list."
cyJ- We make specialty of
tic Subscribe for tho News 12.00 year.
.
irnkii anil !athx ofL

113
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Don't Experiment
these remedies do not prove sat
isfactory, your money will be

If

'

MINE OWNER WAS
u'A i. t, but the change, like all the
it'jn.s I had taken, seemed to do
FORCED TO QUIT trot
me 10 good at all.
to Coast Seeking
lakes laniae ana

Moves

The parents of the pupils nf a large
Indiana ward school decided to Rive
the tenrhers a surprise dinner party.
Accordingly they took clinnce of the
building one evening, herded the
teachers In one room and made ready
the tnlile for the dinner.
Hut Just
as everybody was about rendy they
found that they hod forgotten napkins. One of the hostesses accordingly ti'loplionod
her luiHhnnd' who
worked In a department storo. "The
colors are pink and white so bring
souuHhlng appropriate," she told him.
He bought thorn pink and While.
Hut when they wire opened thy displayed storks holding In their mouths
now babies.
the
The
hostesses were horror stricken but
the teachers, ready to grnsp the awkwardness of tho situation, led In laughter. Dut that man says that he will
move out of that school district be
fore there Is another banquet for
teoehers. Indlnnnpollu Nisws.

Telephone No. 56

m K

in. m.

!inr Ann I (nut irava un and cams

NAPKINS NOT JUST SUITABLE
But Man Meant Well, and Fortunately
the Teachers Had a 8enn
of Humor.

ro

K,

RUCKER'S FAMOUS
KORAK REMEDY

Home

Health
--

Well Man.

(The Orlfin.t Korak Wonder)
For all disorders of the stomach,
"I was forced to give up my min
kidneys, liver and bowels. A splen ing business and move to Los Angeles
did blood purifier, removes worms seeking health, but thanks to laninc
from tho body, stops bedwetting. A I am coin back a well man, said
great family medicine. Price fl.00 William H. Hart, Who owns the
mine In Tonopah,
per box
RUCKER'S FAMOUS
KORAK OIL
and all aches and
rheumatism
For
pains, corns, bunions, sore feet, also
for wire cuta and galled shoulders.
Price 75c per bottle.
FOR SALE BY

'One day a friend recommended
Tanlac to me and I will never be able
to thank him enough, for now after
taking four bottles I feel liko a new
man. I eat three hearty meals a day,
my nerves are as steady as a rock, I
sleep like a child at night and I am
going back to my mines feeling and
fine in every way. I am glad to havs
a chance to toll other pcoplo what a
grcnt medicine Tanlnc is."
Teniae is sold in Clovis by City
Drug Co.. in Tcxico by Red Cross
Pharmacy, and in Melrose by Irwin
(Advertisement)
A Pool.

"For nine years." he continued, "I
suffered terribly from indigestion, my
appetite was poor and everything 1
g '
a
ate would cause so much gas in my l.
..
stomach that I would bo drawn nl- I got- so
rfnnhln with nain.
a
and CHICHESTER
write
letter
couldn't
I
nervous
the HliX IwIImI A.k f r Uniixl.l fo. j
around
even tho wind blowingmliu:Vy
II. I. Mr 1"i U.I
SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.
house at night Would upset me so I
in, tMteJ wit llu Kit. V ,
tit
Mlwv Hr f
Clovis, N. M.
J
pounds
.
forty
lost
IllJ'lf"
Axktmt
ur.l-lcouldn't sleep. I
lAaiOHD IIUANU fil.lJ,..
IlkMMn BM,Nwt.Alwyilt.tl,t
THE H. D. RUCKER REMERY CO. in weight and Anally had such bad atAmarlllo, Texas
tacks that I couldn't stay on the job
.
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